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Introduction 

History and drivers of the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 

In the beginning of the 20th century the first successful experiments on the 

heterogeneously catalyzed hydrogenation of CO and CO2 were carried out by Sabatier and 

Senderens, who discovered that methane could be formed in presence of nickel catalysts 

at 523 K.[1] BASF researchers Mittasch and Schneider patented processes for the 

heterogeneously catalyzed formation of a variety of liquid hydrocarbons and water from 

synthesis gas, a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons that can be generated 

from coal, natural gas or biomass.[2–4]  

n CO + (2n+1) H2  → CnH2n+2 + n H2O (1) 

n CO + 2n H2 → CnH2n + n H2O (2) 

 

The potential of the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide for the generation of liquid fuels 

and chemicals was realized by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch at the Kaiser-Wilhelm 

Institute for Coal Research in Mülheim/Ruhr, Germany. Their studies led to the 

development of base-promoted supported cobalt catalysts for the conversion of coal-

derived synthesis gas and the low-temperature Fischer-Tropsch process (473 K – 

503 K).[4–8] Commercialization was carried out in the 1930s by Ruhrchemie in 

Oberhausen, Germany, and striving for independence from oil imports, production 

capacities in Germany were rapidly expanded up to more than 120.000 bpd in the 

beginning of 1944.[9] With the end of World War II, these plants were either destroyed or 

dismantled, but interest in the Fischer-Tropsch process continued overseas, since crude oil 

reserves were estimated to be very limited. The discovery of oil fields in the Middle East 

and advances in drilling technology led to the closure of the Fischer-Tropsch plant in 

Brownsville, TX, after short operation time. Based on large coal reserves, Sasol 

implemented coal-based Fischer-Tropsch plants in South Africa which eventually helped 

the Apartheid regime to reduce oil dependencies during the embargos in the late 1980s. 

[10,11]   

The economic competitiveness of Fischer-Tropsch plants depends on the oil price, the 

choice of feedstock for synthesis gas generation, the investment and operating costs of 

the plant, and the process technology and catalyst performance.[10,12,13] Due to 

relatively low and stable oil prices, the worldwide interest in Fischer-Tropsch remained 
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Introduction 

relatively low from the 1950s until the 1970s, when the oil price increased drastically as a 

consequence of the Yom Kippur war and the Iranian revolution. Considering the estimated 

break-even prices of GTL (gas to liquids), CTL (coal to liquids) and BTL (biomass to liquids) 

processes[14] and the oil price development in the recent 60 years, it can be noted that 

the break-even price of GTL was exceeded by the oil price for the first time in the 1970s 

and has been continuously surpassed by the oil price since the 2000s, making it an 

increasingly interesting process for commercial implementation. (Figure 1) 

Figure 1: Inflation-corrected annual average crude oil price development from 1950 until 

2013.[15] The dotted lines mark the inflation-corrected break-even prices for BTL, CTL and 

GTL.[14] 

Another driver of the GTL process is the fact that stranded natural gas reserves can be 

converted to liquid and solid products, which can be transported to the relevant markets 

more easily. Nevertheless, alternative technologies as pipelines, CNG (compressed natural 

gas), LNG (liquefied natural gas) and GTW (gas to wire) need to be considered, but these 

tend to be economically less favorable for long distances to the markets and high gas field 

capacities.[12] The use of natural gas or coal as a feedstock for synthesis gas production 

may also provide a useful alternative to crude oil, which is estimated to reach its peak 

production earlier than the other primary energy sources.[16] On the other hand, these 

feedstocks are still of fossil nature, net-generating carbon dioxide emissions in their 

combustion. Theoretically carbon-neutral fuels can only be achieved via BTL processes, 
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Introduction 

but these see relatively few applications due to their high break-even prices and the 

technical challenges associated with the use of biomass for synthesis gas generation, gas 

cleanup and subsequent conversion.[17–20]  

Road traffic with internal combustion engines has been one of the major sources for the 

emission of unconverted hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitric and sulphuric oxides and 

soot. While combustion fuels derived from crude oil typically comprise contaminations of 

sulphur- and nitrogen containing compounds, metal salts and polyaromatic hydrocarbons, 

these compounds are virtually absent for Fischer-Tropsch derived fuels.[21] Therefore, the 

use of ultraclean Fischer-Tropsch fuels or blends thereof may, along with suitable catalytic 

converters, reduce the emissions of the pollutants stated above in order to meet 

environmental legislation, which has continuously become more stringent since the 1960s, 

both in respect to fuel quality and automotive emissions.[21–24]  

Probably all of the driving factors described have led to growing interest in the Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis both in industry and academia, indicated by increasing numbers of 

patents and publications, respectively.[4]  This regained interest has resulted in the 

construction of several large-scale Fischer-Tropsch plants such as Secunda by Sasol, a 

160,000 bpd CTL plant (now also supplemented with natural gas) built in South Africa in 

the 1980s based on Sasol’s long term experience in the CTL process from smaller plants. In 

2005 Sasol has started to carry out further GTL activities in their Oryx plant in Qatar at a 

capacity of 34,000 bpd. After demonstrating the feasibility of their Shell Middle Distillate 

Synthesis (SMDS) GTL process in Bintulu, Malaysia, in 2011 Shell has launched Pearl GTL in 

Las Raffan, Qatar, with a capacity of over 140,000 bpd. In 2014, Chevron has launched its 

Escravos GTL plant in Nigeria, based on Sasol technology and with a capacity of 34,000 

bpd.[10,25] Up to date, the largest operational BTL plant has been built in Freiberg, 

Germany, with a capacity of only 300 bpd.[18] 

In 2013, the total production capacity for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis capacity was 

estimated to exceed 400,000 bpd, which is still a low share compared to the oil production 

of currently about 90 mio bpd. Despite the high necessary investment costs, further 

Fischer-Tropsch projects are continuously evaluated in respect to their technical and 

economic feasibility. Areas of interest for future investment include, but are not limited 

to, Australia, Bolivia, China, Iran, Russia, United States, and Uzbekistan.[13,18,25]  
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Introduction 

The GTL process 

After desulphurization, the synthesis gas necessary for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis can be 

generated from natural gas by steam reforming, partial oxidation or autothermal 

reforming. Although the latter two options require the construction of large air separation 

units, it appears to be the economically most favorable route for large Fischer-Tropsch 

plants.[26]  

In the subsequent step, the generated synthesis gas is catalytically converted into water 

and a mixture of hydrocarbons. The performance of this step has been identified to be of 

great importance for the overall economic performance of GTL plants.[13] Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis can be carried out in the presence of iron catalysts at high temperatures of 573 

K – 623 K (HTFT) to yield mainly short-chain products. Operation in the presence of iron or 

cobalt catalysts at lower temperatures of 473 K – 553 K (LTFT) is the base for all plants 

recently commissioned in Qatar and Nigeria[25] and leads to the production of long chain 

hydrocarbon products, which are most interesting for diesel production.[10,27] Different 

reactor systems have been studied for the implementation of LTFT, of which slurry bubble 

column and multitubular fixed bed reactors are the most relevant ones. Slurry bubble 

columns are mainly operated by Sasol (and Exxon at pilot scale) and have the advantage of 

good heat transfer, an important point in the case of the highly exothermic Fischer-

Tropsch reaction. Moreover, mass transfer limitations are likely to be absent during 

operation and loading and unloading of the catalyst can easily be performed during 

operation. On the other hand, these type of reactors require separation of the solid 

catalyst from the reaction products, attrition of the catalyst may occur and upscaling may 

be difficult.[10,28–30] Multitubular fixed bed reactors are the design of choice for the 

Shell GTL plants in Bintulu and Las Raffan. They allow relatively easy upscaling, but are 

prone to heat and mass transfer limitations. Also, the fact that the reactors need to be 

shut down for the catalyst to be exchanged makes catalyst stability a particularly 

important point in catalyst development.[10,28,31] 

The Fischer-Tropsch reaction is a catalyzed chain growth reaction, in which alkyl chains are 

formed on the surface of the catalyst particles. The probability for these chains to grow by 

a single methylene unit is defined as α, the probability of desorption to yield the olefin or 

paraffin is then 1-α. The parameter α is a function of the process temperature and 
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pressure, the synthesis gas composition, and the catalyst used. The expected weight 

fraction Wn of products containing n carbon atoms is given by:[25,32,33] 

Wn/n = (1 – α)2 αn-1 (3) 

 

Figure 2: Anderson-Schulz-Flory distribution for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis products.  

The expected production distribution for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis can be described by 

the Anderson-Schulz-Flory distribution (Figure 2). As the figure illustrates, the reaction 

always yields a wide variety of hydrocarbon species, which need to be separated and/or 

upgraded. These steps can typically be carried out with conventional refinery technologies 

as distillation and catalytic cracking. The final products may include ultraclean diesel and 

naphtha fractions as well as higher molecular lubricants and food grade waxes.[31,34,35] 

Further product workup also includes separation and purification of water, the 

stoichiometric main product of the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. If the plant is located in an 

arid environment such as Pearl GTL, the generated water can be used not only for steam 

generation and cooling, but also for plant watering.[36]  
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Introduction 

Fischer-Tropsch catalysts 

It has been demonstrated before that all group 8-10 metals are active in the 

hydrogenation of carbon monoxide, with ruthenium, nickel, iron, and cobalt being the 

most relevant.[37] Although being the most active metal in the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, 

the scarcity and the high price exclude the ruthenium for the use in large scale commercial 

applications. Relatively high activities are also found for nickel catalysts, but these 

catalysts show a high selectivity towards methane, which is obviously not wanted in the 

GTL process. These factors leave iron and cobalt to be considered for commercial Fischer-

Tropsch applications, as both elements combine reasonable activities and high selectivities 

towards heavier hydrocarbons. Cobalt catalysts ($ 30/kg for 99.8% Co[38]) are significantly 

more expensive than iron catalysts ($ 0.4/kg for scrap iron[38]), but they feature higher 

stabilities and higher productivities at high conversions due to a less significant effect of 

water on their activity. Compared to their iron counterparts, cobalt catalysts also show a 

lower activity in the undesired water-gas shift reaction, 

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 (4) 

 leading to less formation of carbon dioxide and making them the preferred catalysts for 

LTFT GTL processes.[39–41]  

While the first work of Fischer and Tropsch was based on using alkalized iron chips as 

catalysts,[5–7] they later developed co-precipitated Co/ThO2/kieselguhr catalysts, which 

also became the first commercial catalyst to be used in the Ruhrchemie plants.[4,42] The 

naturally-occuring and porous kieselguhr as support material facilitated heat and mass 

transfer and stabilized the dispersed cobalt nanoparticles against growth. In later Fischer-

Tropsch catalyst development, the support material was in most cases replaced by well-

defined and readily available synthetic oxides like SiO2, Al2O3 or TiO2.[39–41] Furthermore, 

other oxides as ZrO2,[43–51] CeO2[52–55] or Nb2O5[56–64] have been proposed as 

support materials for cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts. Highly acidic zeolite support 

materials have the advantage of catalyzing cracking reactions and thus directly yield 

gasoline products with less need for further upgrading, making them interesting for small 

scale Fischer-Tropsch plants.[65–79] Non-oxidic materials studied include different carbon 

support materials[80–90] and SiC.[91–101]  
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In general, the support material should combine high porosity and high chemical and 

mechanical stability under hydrothermal conditions during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. At a 

moderate price and good availability, it should allow the preparation of highly dispersed 

supported catalysts and the reduction of the supported metal oxide nanoparticles to their 

metallic form. The support materials can be categorized by their extent of interaction with 

the supported particles. Strongly-interacting supports materials like Al2O3 or TiO2 allow the 

preparation of highly dispersed supported nanoparticles, but may inhibit their reduction 

to the catalytically active metal form or show a tendency to form mixed metal-support 

compounds, which are catalytically not active.[33,39–41] Also, in the presence of 

supported metal nanoparticles, transition metal oxides as TiO2 or Nb2O5 may be partly 

reduced to form mobile suboxide species, which may then migrate over the active metal 

surface to reduce its capability to chemisorb the reactant molecules. This phenomenon 

called strong metal support interaction (SMSI) has  first been studied for Pt/TiO2 

catalysts,[102,103] but needs to be considered for Fischer-Tropsch catalysts supported on 

reducible transition metals, too.[61,104] Weakly interacting support materials as carbon, 

SiC or SiO2, on the other hand, typically allow a facile reduction of cobalt oxide to the 

metallic form, but may not provide sufficient anchoring sites for the preparation of highly 

dispersed supported metal catalysts.[39–41]  

Industrial catalysts do not only contain a support material and the active metal species, 

but also one or more promoters. These promoters are not catalytically active themselves, 

but improve the activity, selectivity and stability of the catalysts. Many names are found 

for the different kind of promoters in literature, so an attempt has been made to 

categorize them into structural and electronic promoters. Structural promoters influence 

the formation and stability of the active phase, e.g. by suppressing the formation of metal-

support compounds, increasing the dispersion of the active phase or increasing its stability 

against particle growth. Electronic promoters directly affect the reactivity of the active 

metal by decorating its surface or forming an alloy. Promoters featuring both structural 

and electronic aspects, so-called synergistic promoters, can also be present. While 

transition metal oxides are often used in order to increase the selectivity to heavier 

hydrocarbons, noble metals are added in order to facilitate the reduction to the active 

phase or to increase the dispersion of the active metal.[25,105,106]  
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Titania-supported Fischer-Tropsch catalysts 

While Sasol and Syntroleum seem to have focused exclusively on alumina-supported 

catalysts, both Exxon and Shell have also focused on other supports like titania.[25,40,107] 

For industrial use, titania is often not applied in its pure form, but stabilized with other 

oxides such as Al2O3 or SiO2 in order to preserve its porosity and crystallographic 

properties under the hydrothermal conditions applied during Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis.[40,108–112] The attrition resistance of Co/TiO2 catalysts has been reported to 

be lower than for Co/SiO2 or Co/Al2O3 catalysts, although this is a minor problem when 

operating a fixed-bed process.[113] For research in academia, pyrogenic Evonik Degussa 

P25 has been established as a standard titania support material, featuring relatively high 

porosities (BET surface area 50 m2/g, pore volume 0.3 mL/g) at high purities and a phase 

composition of 70 % anatase and 30 % rutile. Since the two crystalline structures may 

have a different impact on the catalytic properties,[114] the ratio of rutile to anatase in 

this material can be increased by calcination prior to deposition of cobalt.[40,115,116] 

Well-defined mesoporous and one-dimensional titania support materials have also been 

developed for academic studies,[117–126]  some of which have also been suggested as 

support materials for Fischer-Tropsch catalysts.  

Various studies have been carried out in order to study the differences between titania-

supported cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts and systems based on different support 

materials. Bartholomew et al. found increasing turnover frequencies in the order Co/MgO 

< Co/C < Co/Al2O3 < Co/SiO2 < Co/TiO2 and selectivities Co/SiO2 ~ Co/Al2O3 < Co/TiO2 for 

catalytic testing under atmospheric pressure,[127] Iglesia et al. found the impact of the 

support material on turnover frequencies to be negligible for catalysts with moderate 

dispersions(< 0.12) at 20 bar and CO conversions above 40 %.[128,129] Both Iglesia et 

al.[128] and Holmen et al.[116,130] rationalize the high C5+ selectivities of titania-

supported catalysts with their porosity and resulting diffusion effects rather than the 

interaction of the support material with the active metal species, while Kuipers et al.[131] 

discuss effects of the heat of physisorption of olefins on the catalyst surface and their heat 

of dissolution in and their diffusivity through the wax layer. Both Shimura et al.[132]. and 

Jongsomijt et al.[114] found that the increased rutile to anatase ratio could facilitate the 

reduction to cobalt leading to increased activities at atmospheric pressure. The use of 

mixed oxides as support materials has also been a topic studied extensively in academia. 
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Jongsomijt et al.[133] and Venezia et al.[134] found that increasing titania contents 

increased the activity and C5+ selectivtity in Co/SiO2-TiO2 catalysts.  

One of the most important properties of the support material is its interaction with the 

metal species and the consequences on the dispersions and degree of reductions that can 

be achieved. The degree of metal-support interaction and the tendency to form 

irreducible ternary oxides for the most relevant support materials is described to decrease 

in the order Co/Al2O3 > Co/TiO2 > Co/SiO2,[25,32] therefore the use of titania offers a 

compromise between high dispersions and cobalt reducibility. The most remarkable 

feature about titania as a support material is its own partial reducibility, an aspect that 

was first studied for Pt/TiO2 catalysts by Tauster et al. in the 1970s.[102,103] This effect 

known as strong metal support interaction (SMSI) occurs during reduction at elevated 

temperatures, allowing titania to be partially reduced to TiO2-x, forming mobile species 

that can cover the surface of the metal nanoparticles and inhibit H2 chemisorption and 

thus catalytic activity. The SMSI effect has recently been visualized for Co/TiO2 catalysts by 

high resolution electron microscopy[104] and is also possible for other reducible oxide 

support materials such as Nb2O5[56,58,59,61,62,135] and CeO2.[52] Since this partial 

reduction of the reducible support material can be reverted when the atmospheric 

conditions change, it is particularly important to consider the effect of conversion during 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, or resulting water partial pressures,[86,136–143] and the 

presence of noble metal promoters for this kind of support 

materials.[57,60,61,128,129,144–146]  

The effect of different methods and cobalt precursors in the preparation of Co/TiO2 

catalysts has been studied extensively by Baerns et al. They found that the use of cobalt 

acetate, oxalate or acetyl acetonate precursors led to increased activities but reduced C5+ 

selectivities, while impregnations with Co-EDTA led to slightly increased C5+ selectivity. The 

precipitation of cobalt from high pH did not lead to active catalysts, presumably because 

cobalt oxide could not be reduced to the active metallic form.[53] Homogeneous 

deposition precipitation from low pH using urea was shown to yield highly disperse 

Co/TiO2 catalysts, which were more active during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 

atmospheric pressure, but showed lower C5+ selectivities.[105] Cobalt cations typically 

present in impregnation solutions show electrostatic interaction with the support surface 

if the pH of the impregnation solution is above the point of zero charge(PZC, 6.5 for 
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TiO2[147]).[39,148,149] This has been modeled in numerous studies[150–154] and shown 

experimentally for impregnations of TiO2 in which impregnations with higher pH yielded 

higher cobalt dispersions.[155] This is also the base for new preparation protocols 

involving the use of deposition precipitation from high pH.[156–158]  

Manganese promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts have been in the focus of both academia and 

industry because of their increased C5+ selectivities.[25,39] Simultaneous homogeneous 

deposition precipitation of cobalt and manganese has led to a more intimate contact of 

the active metal and the promoter as compared to co-impregnated catalysts.[159] The co-

precipitated catalysts were reported to show higher activities and C5+ selectivities, 

presumably due to the formation of Mn1-xCoxO species identified by in-situ EXAFS.[160] 

Using DRIFTS it could be shown that the presence of manganese led to a relative increase 

in linearly bonded CO, resulting in lower hydrogenation rates during Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis.[161] Using selective electrostatic adsorption, manganese promoted Co/TiO2 

catalysts with close contact of active metal and could also be prepared by subsequent 

impregnation steps.[162,163] The addition of zinc to Co/TiO2 catalysts has been shown to 

increase the activity during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, but comes with the penalty of lower 

selectivities to heavy hydrocarbons for increasing amounts of zinc.[164–167] The addition 

of small amounts of boron has been reported to increase dispersion and to increase 

activity and selectivity to higher hydrocarbons, higher amounts of boron resulted in lower 

selectivities to heavy hydrocarbons.[168,169] The use of increasing amounts of lanthanum 

has also been demonstrated to lead to higher activities, but also to lower C5+ 

selectivities.[170]  

The characterization of titania-supported cobalt catalysts is a non-straightforward issue, 

due to the low contrast between the support and the active metal in conventional 

electron microscopy and the possible occurrence of SMSI effects hampering the 

determination of dispersion by hydrogen chemisorption or the degree of reduction by 

temperature-programmed reduction.[116,171] Therefore, both ex-situ and in-situ 

techniques have been developed and applied to better understand the properties of the 

supported catalysts. Synchrotron-based spectroscopy techniques XANES and EXAFS have 

been applied and combined with traditional characterization methods to gain insight into 

the degree of reduction of the active metal and the chemical state of promoters.[172] 

These techniques are particularly useful for monitoring dynamic processes as the 
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activation[173] or deactivation[174,175] of the catalysts during more or less realistic 

conditions.[176] It has also been demonstrated that the chemical state of promoters can 

be well studied using synchrotron based x-ray spectroscopy, providing a useful addition to 

modern electron microscopy techniques.[159,160,177–180]  

Noble metal promoters are used for commercial catalysts, mainly in order to improve the 

cobalt dispersion and the reduction properties.[181] Iglesia et al.[129,144,145] found that 

bimetallic particles present in Ru-promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts calcined at high 

temperatures showed a higher intrinsic activity and higher C5+ selectivity than their 

unpromoted counterparts at 20 bar. This so-called bimetallic synergy was not observed for 

Ru-promoted Co/SiO2 catalysts, but has also been found for noble metal promoted 

Co/Nb2O5, a different reducible oxide support material.[56] As reported by Storsæter et 

al., the use of rhenium as a promoter for Co/TiO2 catalysts has led to a slight increase in 

the degree of cobalt reduction without affecting the metal dispersion. During Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis at 20 bar these catalysts were found to have distinctly higher activities 

and increased C5+ selectivities.[116] According to Bertole et al., the intrinsic activity of 

cobalt is not changed in the presence of rhenium.[182] Distinctly cheaper nickel has been 

discussed to be used as a substitute for rhenium as a reduction activity promoters by 

Rytter et al. and Jothimurugesan et al., although the catalysts prepared by co-

impregnation showed low initial activities.[183,184] The addition of small amounts of gold 

led to an increased cobalt dispersion and activity, but also to increasing selectivities to 

lighter hydrocarbon products.[185]   

The interesting properties of TiO2 as a support material have generated interest in also 

studying its properties as a promoter in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. This has first been 

attempted in a study on titania promoted Ru/SiO2 catalysts, in which both higher activities 

and higher selectivities to heavy hydrocarbons were found for increasing amounts of 

titania.[186] More recent studies include the addition of titania to Co/SiO2[187,188] and 

Co/SiC[189–191] catalysts, in both cases leading to increased activities and selectivities to 

heavy hydrocarbons. Based on XPS and CO-DRIFTS studies, this effect is rationalized by 

cobalt being more electron rich, resulting in lower relative H2 coverages of the metal 

particles.[187] 
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Scope of this thesis 

It is the goal of this work to contribute to the understanding how the catalyst preparation 

methods influence the structure and the performance of supported cobalt Fischer-Tropsch 

catalysts.  

In chapter 2 conventional incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) with subsequent static 

drying is compared with two deposition precipitation protocols, starting from low (DPU) 

and from high (DPA) pH, for the preparation of Co/TiO2 catalysts over a broad Co loading 

range (4-24 wt.-%). The impact on the the dispersion and distribution of the supported 

cobalt species is studied using TEM, XRD and DRIFTS. The catalysts are tested under 

industrially relevant conditions, showing that the superior cobalt distribution for catalysts 

prepared by deposition precipitation from high pH features higher activities that can be 

explained with higher hydrogen uptake determined by chemisorption. Moreover, 

distinctly higher C5+ selectivities are measured for catalysts prepared using the DPA 

technique at similar CO conversion levels.  

Chapter 3 deals with the problem of commercial Fischer-Tropsch catalysts undergoing 

deactivation under realistic conditions. Beside the catalysts prepared by conventional IWI 

and DPA, incipient wetness impregnation with subsequent fluidized bed drying is applied 

in order to prepare a system with cobalt distributions more uniform than in the statically 

dried impregnated catalysts but less uniform than in the DPA catalysts. The catalysts are 

tested under industrially relevant conditions, showing superior activities for catalysts dried 

in a fluidized bed compared to their statically dried counterparts. Again, the highest 

activities and selectivities are found for the DPA catalysts. After one week of Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis, all catalyst have lost about 20 % of their initial activity, regardless the 

preparation procedure and cobalt distribution or the metal loading. The deactivation 

roughly follows a second order deactivation curve as discussed previously. TEM histogram 

analysis of the fresh and spent catalysts after 200 h allows to draw conclusions on the 

deactivation mechanism, the loss in activity is found to correlate well with the loss in 

cobalt surface area, making average cobalt particle growth the most likely deactivation 

mechanism.  

In chapter 4 noble metal promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts are studied in order to obtain further 

insight on if and how the turnover frequency increases in the presence of these promoters 
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on reducible oxide support materials. Therefore, the reduction properties and the cobalt 

particle sizes are studied using TPR and TEM in order to calculate turnover frequencies, 

both based on the initial cobalt particle sizes and on the particle sizes of the spent 

catalysts. The results for catalytic testing under industrially relevant conditions indicate 

that increased activities can be achieved using all promoters in this study, platinum, silver, 

rhenium and ruthenium. Based on TEM histogram analysis of the spent catalysts, the 

turnover frequency of the promoted samples has also distinctly increased.  

While commercially available titania was kept as a constant in the first chapters of this 

thesis, chapter 5 focuses on carbon nanotubes (CNT) supported cobalt catalysts. For this 

part, the support material is functionalized using both liquid and gas phase oxidation 

protocols, leading to different degrees of surface functionalized and structural distortion. 

Impregnations with organic solvents and careful drying protocols are developed in order 

to yield catalysts with homogeneously distributed and highly-disperse supported cobalt 

nanoparticles. During Fischer-Tropsch synthesis under industrial conditions, the catalysts 

supported on unfunctionalized CNT show distinctly higher activities and C5+ selectivities, 

while the catalysts on functionalized CNT are more stable against particle growth when 

being exposed to Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at elevated temperatures.  

Finally, chapter 6 provides a summary and concluding remarks on the work presented in 

this thesis. Suggestions are made for future studies in order to provide further insight in 

the synthesis-structure-performance relationships of cobalt catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis.  
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Abstract: Because of their high activity and selectivity to C5+ hydrocarbons in the Fischer-

Tropsch process, titania-supported cobalt catalysts have received great interest from 

industrial and academic institutions. Here, we report on three catalyst preparation 

procedures, incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), deposition precipiration using urea 

hydrolysis (DPU) or ammonia evaporation (DPA) to prepare Co/TiO2 catalysts with 4-24 

wt.-% Co. The results reveal a strong impact of the catalyst preparation procedure on 

dispersion and distribution of cobalt over the titania surface. IWI led to clustered cobalt 

oxide particles of ~10 nm, while for the DPA catalysts similarly sized nanoparticles were 

found to be well-distributed over the support surface. Co/TiO2 catalysts prepared by DPU 

showed the presence of ~2 nm supported cobalt oxide particles beside large unsupported 

particles. Catalytic tests under industrially relevant conditions show that the DPA catalysts 

displayed a superior activity and C5+ selectivity for the entire cobalt loading range studied. 
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Introduction 

Ever since its invention in the 1920s the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) reaction, the catalytic 

conversion of synthesis gas into hydrocarbons, has been a topic of great interest for both 

academic and industrial research. Depleting reserves and increasing prices of crude oil 

have been a driving force for a growing number of large scale FT applications, as synthesis 

gas can be generated from alternative feedstock such as coal, biomass or natural gas. In 

the low temperature FT process, synthesis gas is converted to a mixture of linear high 

molecular mass hydrocarbons, which is further converted to fuels, lubricants and 

chemicals.[1–3] For the economic viability of FT plants a good catalyst performance in 

terms of high activity, selectivity and stability at affordable costs is essential, which makes 

supported cobalt catalysts the material of choice for modern plants.[4–7] Titania-

supported cobalt catalysts have the benefit of particularly high selectivities to heavy (C5+) 

hydrocarbons,[8,9] although it should be noted that the support is a reducible oxide and, 

therefore, catalysts are potentially prone to strong metal support interactions (SMSI).[10]  

Previous research has shown that particle sizes of supported cobalt nanoparticles have a 

strong impact on the activities and selectivities in the FT reaction. Turnover frequencies 

(TOF) and selectivities to higher hydrocarbons are reported to be constant for larger 

cobalt particles. However, both the TOF and the selectivity to C5+ products decrease below 

a critical particle size.[11–14] Aside the well-studied metal dispersion effects on activity 

and selectivity in case of cobalt FT catalysts, it has very recently been shown for methanol 

synthesis catalysts, that the distribution of the active metal species over the support 

material strongly affects catalysts stability.[15] Furthermore, the chemical nature of the 

compounds used in the catalyst synthesis can have a strong influence on reducibility and 

catalytic properties.[16] 

Catalyst synthesis methods that have been applied for supported cobalt catalysts for the 

FT reaction include impregnations with different precursors, co-precipitation, deposition 

precipitation, sol-gel methods, chemical vapor deposition and colloidal methods. The 

theoretical background and the obtained results for various combinations of support 

materials and synthesis methods have been reviewed extensively before.[6] SiO2 and γ-

Al2O3 are by far the most widely used support materials for the preparation of cobalt-

based FT catalysts. These supports feature large specific surface areas and  appreciable 
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pore volumes and are suitable for incipient wetness impregnations (IWI), in which the 

metal precursor is deposited within the pores upon drying.[17] Modifications in both 

drying[18] and the subsequent decomposition of the metal precursor[19] have led to 

highly active and selective catalysts. For commercially available TiO2 support materials, 

however, the maximum applicable metal loadings by IWI are limited by relatively low pore 

volumes.  

A potential solution to this problem is using deposition precipitation (DP), in which the 

support material is suspended in excess solution of the metal precursor, which can be 

precipitated on the solid-liquid interface, e.g. upon change of pH of the suspension.[20] 

The method allows the preparation of highly loaded catalysts with highly dispersed 

supported nanoparticles. For the deposition of small nanoparticles with narrow size 

distributions nucleation at the support must outweigh that in solution. This can either 

proceed via epitaxial growth of support oxide compounds, as has been well studied for the 

formation of cobalt phyllosilicates.[21] Alternatively, in the case of nickel deposition on 

oxidized carbon nanofibers, [22] ion-adsorption can precede the nucleation of a 

hydroxide. In case that  an attractive electrostatic interaction between the metal 

precursor and the support surface prevails,  concentration and charge of the metal 

precursor need to be considered as well as the net surface charge of the oxidic support 

material.[23,24] In case of pH values above the point of zero charge (PZC, 6.5 for TiO2), the 

surface of the oxide is deprotonated and negatively charged, thus adsorption of cations is 

favored. For pH values below the PZC the surface is positively charge and anions will 

adsorb. For titania-supported cobalt catalysts, two different DP methods have been put 

forward in the literature. The first method uses cobalt nitrate as metal precursors and 

hydrolysis of urea to increase pH such that deposition of cobalt hydroxy species 

occurs.[25] The second method[26,27] involves a cobalt ammine complex in alkaline 

solution as metal precursor, which is decomposed by evaporation of ammonia to bring 

about precipitation.  

In this study, we have investigated three catalyst preparation methods, being incipient 

wetness impregnation (IWI) and the two DP methods described above. We have prepared 

titania-supported cobalt catalysts in the range of 4-24 wt.-% metal loading and show that 

the preparation method has a strong impact on both the physicochemical properties and 

the activities and selectivities during FT synthesis under industrially relevant conditions.  
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Materials and methods 

Catalyst synthesis 

For incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), TiO2 (Aeroxide P25, Evonik Degussa) was pre-

sieved to 75-150 µm and dried under vacuum. The support material was impregnated with 

an aqueous solution of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (Acros, p.a.). Subsequently, the material was dried 

in an oven under static air at 333 K overnight. After that, the catalyst was heat-treated at 

623 K(2 h, 2 K/min) in a fluidized bed under a flow of N2. Note that for higher loadings up 

to three subsequent impregnations and heat-treatments were required. The catalysts are 

labeled IWI-XX, XX being the weight percentage of Co, assuming Co to be in the form of 

Co3O4.  

In order to prepare Co/TiO2 catalysts by urea hydrolysis DP (DPU) [25,27] with loadings of 

4-24 wt.-% Co, 2 g of TiO2 powder were suspended in 150 mL of an aqueous solution of an 

appropriate amount of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.5-4.0 g) in a double-walled thermostated vessel, 

which allows pressure release along the axis of the overhead stirrer. The pH was adjusted 

to 3 using HNO3 and the suspension was heated to 90°C under vigorous stirring, then 10 

mL of an aqueous solution of urea (Acros, p.a., threefold molar amount of Co2+) were 

added. The suspension was stirred for further 20 h, before it was left to cool to ambient 

temperature. The solid was filtered off, washed thoroughly with water and dried at 333 K 

overnight. The obtained filter cake was crushed and sieved to 75-150 µm and then heat-

treated in a flow of N2 at 673 K (4 h, 5 K/min). The catalysts are labeled DPU-XX.  

For the preparation of Co/TiO2 catalysts by ammonia evaporation DP (DPA) [26,27] with 

loadings of 4-24 wt.% Co, 24.75 g of CoCO3 (Acros, p.a.) were dissolved in 255.6 g of 25 

wt.-% ammonia solution (Merck, p.a.). 24.75 g of (NH4)2CO3 (Acros, p.a.) were added and 

the mixture was diluted to give a total of 500 mL. 8 mL of this stock solution were mixed 

with 70 mL of 9 wt.-% ammonia solution and used to suspend an appropriate amount of 

TiO2 powder (0.5-4.0 g) in a PTFE round-bottom flask. The flask was equipped with a reflux 

cooler and the suspension was stirred and heated to 373 K for 3 h while air was not 

excluded. After cooling to ambient temperature, the material was filtered off, washed 

thoroughly with water and dried at 333 K overnight. The obtained filter cake was crushed 
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and sieved to 75-150 µm and then heat-treated in a flow of N2 at 673 K (4 h, 5 K/min). The 

catalysts are labeled DPA-XX.  

For selected catalysts prepared by the DPA or DPU method, the vessel was equipped with 

a pH electrode to record the pH as a function of time during the first hours of 

precipitation. For comparison, pH curves were also recorded for analogous experiments in 

absence of the support material.  

Elemental analysis using AAS was performed on selected catalysts. The results show that 

the experimentally determined cobalt loadings are in good accordance with the 

nominated metal loadings. For the experimental procedure and results the reader is 

referred to the supporting information.  

Catalyst characterization 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D2 Phaser with a Cu Kα (λ = 

1.789 Å) source. Co3O4 crystallite size estimation was performed using the Co3O4 peak at 

37° 2Θ with an automatic calculation routine in DiffracEvaluation V2.0 software by Bruker, 

which is based on the Debye-Scherrer-equation.  

For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), the heat-treated catalysts were ground with 

a mortar, suspended in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath and dropped onto a copper grid 

with holey carbon film. Alternatively, the catalyst particles were embedded in a two 

component resin (Epofix, EMS) and cured at 333 K overnight. The embedded samples 

were cut into slices of 50 nm using a Diatome Ultra 35° diamond knife mounted on a 

Reichert-Jung Ultracut E microtome and then transferred to a copper TEM grid. The 

samples were analyzed using a Tecnai T10/Tecnai T12 microscope, with electron beam 

voltage of 100 kV, 120 kV, respectively.  

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) was carried out using a Micromeritics 

Autochem II ASAP 2920. Typically, 50 mg of the sample were dried in a flow of Ar at 393 K 

for 1 h and then reduced in a flow of H2/Ar (1:19 v/v) at a temperature ramp of 5 K/min.  

Hydrogen chemisorption was carried out on a Micromeritics Autochem ASAP 2020. 

Typically 100 mg of catalyst were dried in a flow of He at 393 K for 2 h and then reduced in 
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a flow of H2 at 623 K for 2 h. After evacuation hydrogen chemisorption was measured at 

413 K.  

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out in a 16 reactor catalytic testing setup 

(Flowrence, Avantium). The catalysts were diluted with SiC (200 µm) to arrive at the same 

amount of Co in every reactor, giving a catalyst bed volume of 200 µL. The catalysts were 

dried in a flow of He for 2 h and then reduced in-situ in a flow of H2/He (1:3 v/v) at 623 K 

(8 h, ramp 1 K/min). Subsequently, the reactors were cooled to 353 K and pressurized to 

20 bar under a flow of H2. After switching to H2/CO (2:1 v/v) the temperature was 

increased to 493 K (1 K/min), the products were analyzed using online gas 

chromatography (Agilent 7890A). The permanent gases were separated on a Shincarbon 

column and quantified against He as an internal standard using a TCD detector. CO 

conversions were calculated as  

XCO = (molCO in-molCO out)/molCO in (1) 

 

Hydrocarbons (C1-C9) were separated on a PPQ column, detected using an FID detector 

and quantified against the TCD signal of the internal standard He. Selectivities to the lower 

hydrocarbon fractions SCX were calculated from converted CO and the corresponding 

yields as  

SCX = YCX/(molCO in-molCO out) (2) 

 

The selectivities to products with 5 and more carbon atoms are calculated from the yields 

to lower hydrocarbons as  

SC5+ = 1 - SC1-C4 (3) 

 

Stable CO conversions and hydrocarbon selectivities were reached after about 50 h on 

stream and were between 25 and 35 %. Activities are reported as weight time yields (WTY, 

molCO/(gCat·s)).  
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Results and discussion 

Co3O4 crystallite sizes for the heat-treated catalysts prepared as calculated from XRD line 

broadening are given in table 1. The results show that for all applied methods crystallite 

sizes increase with metal loadings.  

Table 1: Co3O4 crystallite sizes (nm) obtained from XRD line broadening.   

Method/wt.-% Co 4 8 12 16 24 

IWI 8.0 8.9 15 15 15 

DPA 9.0 8.9 9.4 12 14 

DPU 19 25 23 39 51 

 

While the values for the catalysts prepared by IWI and DPA were similar for all studied 

loadings, distinctly larger values for the crystallites were found for the systems prepared 

by DPU.  For the IWI and DPA catalysts, the XRD line broadening crystallite sizes are in 

good accordance with the particle sizes obtained from TEM studies. Both IWI and DPA 

catalyst showed relatively narrow particle size distributions, although few isolated 

unsupported Co3O4 particles of up to ~50 nm were found for the DPA catalysts. In case of 

the DPU catalysts, TEM studies showed a bimodal particle size distribution of very small 

(~2-3 nm) supported Co3O4 particles besides very large (50-300 nm) unsupported Co3O4 

particles (Figure 1) for all metal loadings studied. When comparing the similarly sized 

titania-supported Co3O4 particles for the IWI and DPA method, TEM revealed distinct 

differences in the distribution of the metal oxide nanoparticles over the support surface. 

While for IWI catalysts, the Co3O4 particles were mostly found clustered and wide areas of 

the support material are empty, the Co3O4 nanoparticles appear to be more 

homogeneously distributed over the support surface in case of the DPA catalysts (Figure 

2). The different distributions of the nanoparticles are also observed on the µm length 

scale when studying TEM micrographs (supplementary data) of ultramicrotomed sections. 
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Figure 1: TEM micrographs of DPU-08 showing very small supported (left) and very large 

unsupported (right) Co3O4 particles. 

 

Figure 2:  TEM micrographs showing homogeneous distribution of Co3O4 nanoparticles in 

case of DPA-08 (left) and clustering in case of IWI-08 (right).  
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The observation of clustered supported cobalt oxide particles in case of the IWI catalysts 

can be explained as a consequence of the deposition of the cobalt precursor during static 

drying within the pores of the impregnated material as has been published for Ni[28–31] 

and Co[18,31–33] nitrates. For the DPA catalysts, the well-dispersed and well-distributed 

supported cobalt oxide nanoparticles can be understood as a consequence of nucleation 

induced by electrostatic adsorption of the positively charged cobalt precursor on the 

support surface, being negatively charged above the PZC of TiO2. The bulk precipitation of 

cobalt species in the case of the DPU catalysts can be explained by insufficient interaction 

of the surface and the cobalt precursor. These results are in line with the observations 

made from the pH curves recorded during the preparation of selected precipitated 

catalysts. For cobalt deposition by urea hydrolysis, the curve recorded in absence of 

titania shows a maximum at pH~6.2 (Figure 3), which can be attributed to supersaturation 

and the nucleation of a solid phase, in this case presumably bulk Co(OH)2 in the liquid.[22] 

In the presence of titania the rise in pH was much slower for the first 100 min which shows 

enhanced hydrolysis of Co(H2O)6
2+ ions  that coincide with Co-ion adsorption on the 

support. For longer precipitation times (>100 min) in DPU, however, pH curves with and 

without support coincide and in both cases precipitation in the bulk liquid prevails, 

apparently. These observations can be linked to the bimodal particle size distribution 

described above. The small supported Co particles are linked to ion adsorption whereas 

the large unsupported particles are linked to bulk precipitation. For cobalt deposition by 

ammonia evaporation, the interpretation of the recorded pH curves (Figure 4) is less 

straightforward, as both the curve for DP in absence and in presence do not show a 

significant minimum, which could be attributed to the formation of a new solid phase. 

However, the small but apparently significant difference in pH beyond 50 minutes is 

sufficient with DPA to assure selective deposition of Co species on the titania support.  
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Figure 3: Recorded pH curves for urea hydrolysis DP in presence (DPU-08) and absence of 

titania. 

 

Figure 4: Recorded pH curves for ammonia evaporation DP in presence (DPA-08) and 

absence of titania.  
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In order to learn more about the chemical nature of the precipitated species, the heat-

treatment procedure of the dried catalysts was mimicked and followed by in-situ-DRIFTS. 

The results (appendix) reveal that for the IWI catalysts, cobalt nitrate hexahydrate was the 

deposited cobalt precursor that it was dehydrated at 373 K and decomposed into Co3O4 at 

523 K. In case of the DPU catalysts, the precipitated species was identified as cobalt 

hydroxynitrate, which was decomposed into cobalt oxide at 493 K. For the DPA catalysts, 

cobalt hydroxycarbonates were found, which were decomposed upon heating to 523 K. 

Results obtained from TPR (Figure 5) support the observations made in the TEM studies. 

For the IWI catalysts, two peaks were found in a characteristic two-step reduction pattern, 

with the first one at 590 K indicating the reduction of Co3O4 to CoO and the second one at 

720 K for the reduction of CoO to metallic cobalt. In the TPR pattern of the DPU sample, 

the high temperature peak at 720 K was found to be comparable with the IWI catalyst, 

however, the peak at 590 K featured a distinct shoulder at lower temperatures and a 

further peak was observed at 440 K. For the DPA sample, the peak at 720 K was observed 

to be less intense, the peak at 600 K showed a distinct shoulder and an additional peak 

was observed at 543 K. The presence of a shoulder in the low temperature peaks as seen 

in the DP samples has previously been interpreted as a result of the better reducibility of 

bigger supported Co3O4 particles or the presence of a promoting species.[34–36] The 

additional peak below 450 K for the DPU catalyst indicated the presence of organic 

residues from urea decomposition.  

Figure 5: TPR profiles for Co/TiO2 catalysts DPU-08, DPA-08 and IWI-08. 
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Results from catalytic testing at industrially relevant conditions are shown in figure 6. For 

all preparation methods the WTY was found to increase with Co loading with a steep 

increase for low loadings and a modest increase for higher loadings. The results showed 

the lowest activities for the catalysts prepared by the DPU method, which can be 

explained as a result of vast amounts of cobalt being precipitated as unsupported species. 

Higher activities were obtained for catalysts prepared by IWI and the highest activities 

were found for catalysts prepared by the DPA method. To explain the different activities 

of IWI and DPA catalysts, the hydrogen chemisorption uptake after reduction of selected 

catalysts (Table 2) was compared. The results indicate that the clustered IWI catalysts are 

more prone to particle growth during reduction than their well-distributed DPA 

counterparts. The apparent turnover frequencies were found to be similar and the 

difference in activity can be explained by different accessible metal surface area. 

Table 2: H2 chemisorption uptake, apparent Co particle sizes and TOF for selected 

catalysts.   

Catalyst H2 uptake / µmol/g Apparent dCo / nm Apparent TOF / s-1 

IWI-08 23 32 0.11 

DPA-08 43 17 0.12 

 

Figure 6: Catalyst weight-based FT activities (WTY) at 20 bar, 493 K, H2/CO 2.0 for 

Co/TiO2 catalysts prepared by different methods.  
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When comparing the selectivites to C5+ hydrocarbons, the lowest selectivities were found 

for the catalysts prepared by IWI. (Figure 7) The values observed are in good accordance 

with the literature.[37] Slightly higher selectivites were obtained for catalysts prepared by 

DPU and by far the highest C5+ selectivities for catalysts prepared by the DPA method. This 

observation is in line with the lowest methane selectivities observed for the DPA catalysts 

as compared to the other systems. (Figure 8) Both from own results and from the 

literature[38], it can be excluded that these significant differences in selectivities are a 

consequence of different CO conversion levels. No impact on selectivities of the metal 

loading was apparent. It is possible that the higher selectivities observed for the DP 

catalysts are a consequence of nitrogen being incorporated during catalyst preparation 

and having a promoting effect under the catalytic testing conditions. Dissolution of the 

support material during DP and subsequent decoration of the cobalt oxide particles could 

provide an alternative explanation, especially for the highly selective DPA catalysts. For 

titania-promoted Ru/SiO2 catalysts, it was found before that moderate decoration of the 

active metal particles with reducible oxides can lead to increased activities and 

selectivities.[39–41] On the other hand, excessive surface coverage of the active metal 

particles can reverse both these trends. Strong metal support interactions (SMSI), the 

reduction of the support material to mobile TiOx species during high temperature 

reduction, have been studied thoroughly before and mainly found to lead to site blockage 

and reduced hydrogen chemisorption uptake, showing that the degree of surface 

coverage can be a key factor in varying the catalytic properties of Co FT catalysts. 
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Figure 7: C5+ selectivities at 20 bar, 493 K, H2/CO 2.0 for Co/TiO2 catalysts prepared by 

different methods.  

Figure 8: Methane selectivities at 20 bar, 493 K, H2/CO 2.0 for catalysts prepared by 

different methods.  
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Conclusions and outlook 

Using incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) and two different deposition precipitation (DP) 

methods, we have prepared Co/TiO2 catalysts with fundamentally different 

physicochemical and catalytic properties. Incipient Wetness Impregnation led to the 

formation of small, but clustered supported Co3O4 particles. Similarly-sized, but more 

uniformly distributed supported particles were found for catalysts prepared by the 

ammonia evaporation method. For the catalysts prepared by the urea hydrolysis method, 

very small particles were found beside very large unsupported particles. The observations 

in respect to the catalyst structure are in reasonable accordance with pH curves recorded.  

Having tested the catalysts in FT synthesis under industrially relevant conditions, we have 

shown that the activity of the tested systems follows the order DPA > IWI > DPU over a 

broad range of cobalt loading (4-24 wt.-% Co). Catalyst weight based activities increased 

with Co loading for all systems studied. Different activities could mainly be attributed to 

different accessible Co surface areas. The C5+ selectivity trend DPA>>DPU>IWI was 

significant and did not depend on the metal loading in the studied range. Clearly, the 

distinctly higher activities and selectivities in case of the DPA catalysts require further 

studies. We tentatively ascribe the high C5+ selectivities to an uncontrolled promotion 

occurring during DP catalyst preparation procedures, either by incorporation of nitrogen 

in the catalyst or by dissolution of titania and subsequent decoration of the cobalt metal 

nanoparticles. These decoration effects can be compared with surface coverage of Co with 

TiOx species occurring during high temperature reduction, also known as strong metal 

support interactions (SMSI). Future research will address these issues, e.g. using infrared 

spectroscopy of adsorbed CO[42] and advanced TEM studies.[43,44]  
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Appendix 

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 

Elemental analysis was performed on an AnalytikJena ContrAA 700 Flame Atomic 

Absorption Spectrometer. Therefore, typically 50-100 mg of catalyst was heated to reflux 

in 2 mL of nitric acid for 1 h to dissolve supported cobalt. After cooling to ambient, the 

solid was filtered off, washed with water and the sample was diluted to the linear working 

range of 0-10 mgCo/L. The absorption was measured at the primary line (λ = 240.73 nm), 

an acetylene-air mixture (1:1 v/v, 50 L/h) was used as fuel for the flame. 

The results from experimental analysis using AAS are shown in table S1. The results show 

that the experimentally determined cobalt loadings are in good accordance with the 

nominal values for low, medium and high metal loadings. The small deviations can be 

explained with inaccuracies during weighing the starting materials or with low amounts of 

cobalt remaining in solution in case of the catalysts prepared by deposition precipitation. 

Table S1: Experimentally determined cobalt loadings using AAS for selected catalysts.   

Method/nominal wt-% Co 4 12 24 

IWI 4.01 11.9 23.5 

DPA 4.04 11.9 23.8 

DPU 4.00 12.6 23.2 
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In-situ DRIFTS 

In-situ DRIFTS experiments were performed using a Bruker Tensor 27 and a HVC-DRP-3 

diffuse reflectance reaction chamber with CaF2 windows and a mercury-cadmium-telluride 

(MCT) detector. The bottom of the sample cup was filled with silicon carbide and covered 

by a grid to minimize temperature gradients, creating a cup of about 1-2 mm deep for the 

pre-dried sample (±15 mg). N2 was flowed through the sample from top to bottom at a 

flow rate of 10 mL/min. 50 scans were recorded from 4000 to 1000 cm-1 at a resolution of 

4cm-1. Spectra were taken at 2 min intervals. In a typical experiment the cell was first 

flushed with N2 at ambient temperature, then the temperature was increased to 350°C 

with a ramp of 2°C/min.  

The results of the in-situ DRIFTS studies for the catalyst prepared by IWI (Figure S1) show 

that cobalt nitrate was first dehydrated, before it decomposed under formation of cobalt 

oxide from 150°C onwards. In case of the DPU catalysts, the spectra (Figure S2) showed 

sharp hydroxide (3500 cm-1) and nitrate (1500 cm-1) bands, indicating that the cobalt 

species were precipitated as a hydroxynitrate. This is supported by the disappearance of 

both bands at ~ 225 °C. In case of the DPA catalysts, the hydroxide band was not less 

distinct than in case of the DPU catalysts.(Figure S3) Carbonate bands (1400 and 1600 cm-

1) were found between 150 and 250 °C, indicating that mainly cobalt carbonate was 

deposited on the titania support. The decomposition of this species occurred at ~ 250°C. 
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Figure S1: In-situ DRIFTS spectra recorded for IWI-08 catalyst under a flow of N2. 

 

Figure S2: In-situ DRIFTS spectra recorded for DPU-08 catalyst under a flow of N2. 
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Figure S3: In-situ DRIFTS spectra recorded for DPA-08 catalyst under a flow of N2. 

Electron microscopy of microtomed catalysts 

Studies of low magnification electron microscopy images show homogeneous contrast for 

catalyst prepared by both DP methods.(Figure S4) Images for impregnated catalysts 

(Figure S5) showed both high and low contrast areas. Using STEM-EDX, the darker areas 

shown in the figure were identified to be areas with high loading, while the lighter were 

found to be titania only.  
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T / °C  
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Figure S4: Representative TEM image of a microtomed section of DPA-08 catalyst.  

 

Figure S5: Representative TEM image of a microtomed section of IWI-08 catalyst.  

10 µm 

10 µm 
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Chapter 3 

 
Deactivation behavior of  
Co/TiO2 catalysts during  

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 
 

 

 

 

Abstract: Here we report on the preparation of Co/TiO2 catalysts (8 and 16 wt.-% Co) using 

deposition precipitation by ammonia evaporation and incipient wetness impregnation 

with subsequent static drying (IWI-S) and fluidized bed drying (IWI-F). While the initial 

cobalt oxide dispersions were similar for catalysts with the same metal loading, the 

distribution of the nanoparticles over the support surface was found to increase in the 

order IWI-S < IWI-F < DPA. Initial activities during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 

bar were found to increase in the same order, while the C5+ selectivities were significantly 

higher for catalysts prepared by DPA. After 200 h of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 35 % XCO, 

all systems studied had lost about 20 % of their initial activity, which could be completely 

attributed to loss in active metal surface area as shown by TEM histogram analysis. 

Deactivation constants determined using second order deactivation kinetics were in the 

same order of magnitude as for Co/SiO2 catalysts studied previously, but were not 

affected by the distribution of cobalt. Catalysts tested at higher XCO were found to show 

significantly faster deactivation, which could also be attributed to average cobalt particle 

growth.   
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Introduction 

The Fischer-Tropsch reaction involves the catalytic conversion of synthesis gas into higher 

hydrocarbons and is a promising route to ultraclean fuels, lubricants and chemicals. 

Different feedstocks can be used for the generation of the synthesis gas, such as coal, 

biomass or natural gas, the latter being most  interesting from an economic perspective in 

the context of stranded natural gas and shale gas.[1–6] Beside the choice of feedstock for 

synthesis gas generation, investment and operating costs, reactor technology and oil and 

gas price development, the performance of the catalyst system is a key factor for the 

economic viability of Fischer-Tropsch plants.[7,8] Catalyst performance can be divided into 

three aspects: activity, selectivity and stability. High activities per unit volume are favored, 

although mass transfer limitations may occur in industrially used catalyst pellets. More 

importantly, a high selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons (C5+) is desired. Furthermore, the 

catalyst should feature a high stability under operating conditions. This criterion is 

especially important for fixed bed processes, in which exchanging catalysts is a more 

complex and time consuming operation compared to slurry bubble column processes. [7–

9] 

The problem of cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalyst deactivation has been reviewed 

extensively.[10,11] The deactivation mechanisms discussed in literature include poisoning, 

carbon effects (e.g. coking, carbidization and fouling), re-oxidation, formation of cobalt-

support compounds, cobalt surface rearrangement, mechanical disaggregation and loss of 

cobalt surface area by particle growth. Bulk oxidation has been found to be unlikely under 

typical Fischer-Tropsch process conditions, although surface oxidation at high water 

partial pressures may be possible.[11,12] Poisoning effects are highly dependent on the 

utilized feedstock for synthesis gas generation and the applied gas purification technology, 

making it an extremely complex phenomenon to be studied at laboratory scale.[13] Cobalt 

particle growth, however, has been a topic that has received attention both from 

industrial and academic side and has been identified to be a key factor in catalyst 

deactivation.[10,11,14–17]  

Since the Hüttig temperature of cobalt (526 K) is close to the operating conditions of the 

low temperature Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (typically 473-553 K),[18] particle growth can 

occur either via particle migration and coalescence or via Ostwald ripening.[19] Both the 
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partial pressure of water and the formation of cobalt carbonyl species can play a role in 

the extent of the competing particle growth mechanisms.[16,19,20] Beside the operating 

conditions, the structure of the catalyst might play an important role for its stability 

against deactivation by particle growth. It has previously been shown for different 

catalytic systems that an enhanced spacing of supported nanoparticles can have a distinct 

positive effect on the catalyst stability against particle growth.[21–23] For the synthesis of 

catalysts with well-distributed supported nanoparticles, different techniques can be 

applied, such as improved drying and heat treatment protocols[21,22,24,25] including 

freeze-drying[23] for impregnated catalysts or using deposition precipitation as an 

alternative catalyst preparation method.[26–28] 

We have previously demonstrated that in the synthesis of Co/TiO2 catalysts the use of 

deposition precipitation via ammonia evaporation (DPA)[29] leads to an improved 

distribution of cobalt over the support material at similar cobalt particle sizes compared to 

a standard incipient wetness impregnation protocol with subsequent static drying (IWI-S). 

The more uniform distribution of cobalt was shown to lead to less particle growth during 

reduction of the catalyst and higher activities in the Fischer-Tropsch reaction under 

industrial conditions. It was also shown that the catalysts prepared by deposition 

precipitation feature distinctly higher selectivities to heavy hydrocarbons for a broad 

metal loading range (4-24 wt.-% Co), which is important for industrial applications.[26]  

Here we report on the deactivation behavior for the first 200 hours on stream under 

industrially relevant conditions of the catalytic systems mentioned above. Furthermore, 

we apply incipient wetness impregnation with subsequent fluidized bed drying (IWI-F) in 

order to obtain an improved cobalt distribution without observing the selectivity effects 

present in catalysts prepared via deposition precipitation. We study the influence of the 

preparation methods on the cobalt distribution using transmission electron microscopy. 

The relative loss of activity of the catalysts at comparable CO conversion levels is 

discussed and the average cobalt particle sizes before and after the catalytic testing 

experiments are measured using transmission electron microscopy in order to determine 

the turnover frequencies (TOF) of the catalysts at the start and at the end of the catalytic 

tests. These values can be used in order to draw conclusions on the main reasons for 

catalyst deactivation on the timescale of the experiments carried out. 
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Materials and methods 

Catalyst synthesis 

Two methods were applied for the preparation of Co/TiO2 catalysts by incipient wetness 

impregnation (IWI). TiO2 (Aeroxide P25, Evonik Degussa, pore volume 0.3 ml/g, BET 

surface area 50 m2/g, 70 % anatase, 30 % rutile) was pre-sieved to particles of 75-150 µm 

and dried under vacuum (50 mbar), before the support material was impregnated with an 

aqueous solution of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (Acros, p.a.). The material was then dried in an oven 

under static air at 333 K overnight. After that, the catalyst was heat treated at 623 K (2 h, 

ramp 2 K/min) in a fluidized bed under a flow of N2. These catalysts are labeled IWI-XXS, 

XX being the weight percentage of Co, assuming Co to be in the form of Co3O4. 

Alternatively, the material was dried in a fluidized bed under a flow of N2 at 353 K, before 

the heat treatment was carried out at 623 K (2 h, ramp 2 K/min) in a fluidized bed under a 

flow of N2. These catalysts are labeled IWI-XXF. It should be noted that metal loadings of 8 

wt.-% Co (assuming Co to be in the form of Co3O4) were achieved with a single 

impregnation, while for catalysts with 16 wt.-% Co a second impregnation cycle was 

carried out after the heat treatment of the sample after the first impregnation.  

The preparation method[30] of Co/TiO2 catalysts by ammonia evaporation deposition 

precipitation was described before.[26] 24.75 g of CoCO3 (Acros, p.a.) were dissolved in 

255.6 g of 25 wt.-% ammonia solution (Merck, p.a.). 24.75 g of (NH4)2CO3 (Acros, p.a.) 

were added and the mixture was diluted to give a total of 500 mL. 8 mL of this stock 

solution were mixed with 70 mL of 9 wt.-% ammonia solution and used to suspend an 

appropriate amount of TiO2 powder (0.5-4.0 g) in a PTFE round-bottom flask. The flask was 

equipped with a reflux cooler and the suspension was stirred and heated to 373 K for 3 h 

while air was not excluded. After cooling to ambient temperature, the material was 

filtered off, washed thoroughly with water and dried at 333 K overnight. The obtained 

filter cake was crushed and sieved to 75-150 µm and then heat-treated in a flow of N2 at 

673 K (4 h, ramp 5 K/min). The catalysts are labeled DPA-XX. 
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Catalyst characterization 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D2 Phaser with a Co Kα (λ = 

1.789 Å) source. Co3O4 crystallite size estimation was performed using the Co3O4 peak at 

37° 2Θ with an automatic calculation routine in DiffracEvaluation V2.0 software by Bruker, 

which is based on the Debye-Scherrer-equation.  

For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), the heat-treated catalysts were ground with 

a mortar, suspended in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath and dropped onto a copper grid 

with holey carbon film. Spent catalysts were prepared in the same way. The samples were 

analyzed using a Tecnai T10 or Tecnai T12 microscope, with electron beam voltage of 100 

kV or 120 kV, respectively. Equivalent cobalt particle sizes are calculated from average 

Co3O4 particle sizes based on analysis of typically 200 particles by using the relation 

d(Co)=d(Co3O4) * 0.75. Spent catalysts showed metallic cobalt particles covered with a thin 

wax layer, therefore no correction factor was used.  

Catalytic testing 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out in a 16 reactor catalytic setup (Flowrence, 

Avantium). The catalysts were diluted with SiC (200 µm) to arrive at the same amount of 

Co in every reactor, giving a catalyst bed volume of 200 µL. The catalysts were dried in a 

flow of He for 2 h and then reduced in situ in a flow of H2/He (1:3 v/v) at 623 K (8 h, ramp 

1 K/min). Subsequently, the reactors were cooled to 453 K and pressurized to 20 bar 

under a flow of H2. After switching to H2/CO (2:1 v/v) the temperature was increased to 

493 K (ramp 1 K/min). At the end of the experiment, most of the products remaining in 

the catalyst bed were removed under a flow of H2 at 473 K, before the setup was cooled 

down to room temperature under a flow of He. The products were analyzed using online 

gas chromatography (Agilent 7890A). The permanent gases were separated on a 

Shincarbon column and quantified against He as an internal standard using a TCD 

detector. CO conversions were calculated as  

XCO = (molCO in-molCO out)/molCO in (1) 
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Hydrocarbons (C1-C9) were separated on a PPQ column, detected using an FID detector 

and quantified against the TCD signal of the internal standard He. Selectivities to the lower 

hydrocarbon fractions SCX were calculated from converted CO and the corresponding 

yields as  

SCX = YCX/(molCO in-molCO out) (2) 

 

The selectivities to products with 5 and more carbon atoms are calculated from the yields 

to lower hydrocarbons as  

SC5+ = 1 - SC1-C4 (3) 

 

CO conversion levels during the experiments were between 25 and 35 %. Activities are 

reported as cobalt time yields (CTY, molCO/(gCo·s)) and weight time yields (WTY, 

molCO/(gCat·s)). In order to analyze the deactivation of the catalysts, the activities a were 

determined by assuming first-order kinetics in hydrogen according to  

a = GHSV * log (1 – XH2) (4) 

 

These activities were then normalized (anorm=a/ainitial) and fitted according to a linearized 

form of second order deactivation kinetics as demonstrated previously.[21,22] 

1/(anorm(t)) = kd*t + 1 (4) 
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Results and discussion 

The results for the Co3O4 particle size of the catalysts obtained after heat treatment 

determined from XRD and TEM (Table 1) showed that for comparable metal loadings 

similar particle sizes were obtained for all applied preparation techniques. As expected 

and in accordance with results reported previously,[26] the average particle sizes were 

found to be larger for the catalysts with higher metal loadings. TEM revealed that the 

supported Co3O4 particles were strongly clustered for the catalysts dried in static air. 

Distinctly less clustering was obtained for catalysts dried under a flow of nitrogen and 

uniform distributions were found for the catalysts prepared by deposition 

precipitation.(Figure 1) These results are in accordance with results reported previously 

indicating improved distributions of supported metal nanoparticles for fluidized bed 

drying[22,25] and deposition precipitation.[26] 

Table 1: Co3O4 crystallite sizes determined from Scherrer-analysis of the XRD peak at 37° 

2Θ and surface-average Co3O4 particle sizes determined by TEM. 

Catalyst IWI08S IWI16S IWI08F IWI16F DPA08 DPA16 

XRD Co3O4 crystallite 

size / nm 
8.4 12 6.9 12 8.5 13 

TEM Co3O4 particle 

size / nm 
8.2 11 7.8 10 7.0 11 

 

 
Figure 1: TEM images of IWI08S (left) showing strongly clustered supported Co3O4 

particles, less clustered Co3O4 particles for IWI08F (center) and homogeneously 

distributed Co3O4 particles for DPA08 (right).  
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The performance of the catalysts was studied at 20 bar and 493 K and at similar CO 

conversion levels. (Table 2) For low and high metal loadings, the lowest cobalt time yields 

(CTY) were obtained for catalysts prepared by incipient wetness impregnation with 

subsequent static drying. Higher activities were found for catalysts prepared by incipient 

wetness impregnation with subsequent fluidized bed drying and even higher activities 

were determined for the catalysts prepared by deposition precipitation. These values 

correlate with the degree of cobalt oxide clustering prior to reduction and can be 

rationalized by a stronger tendency for particle growth during reduction in the case of the 

clustered catalysts as reported previously.[26] While for the static drying method, a higher 

cobalt time yield was found for higher metal loading, the opposite was the case for the 

catalysts prepared by fluidized bed drying. The C5+-selectivities of all impregnated catalysts 

were similar between 83 and 85 wt.-%, while the results showed distinctly lower methane 

selectivities and higher C5+-selectivities of 90 wt.-% for the DPA catalysts at very similar 

conversion levels, which has been reported before.[26]  

Table 2: Results for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2:CO v/v 2.0. Initial data 

for XCO, SCH4 and, SC5+ and CTY after reaching synthesis conditions, final data after 200 h. 

Catalyst XCO initial  

/ % 

XCO final  

/ % 

CTY initial  

/ 10-5 

molCO/(gCo*s) 

CTY final 

 / 10-5 

molCO/(gCo*s) 

SCH4  

/ wt.-% 

SC5+ 

/ wt.-% 

IWI08S 35.3 30.6 7.0 6.2 8 85 

IWI16S 36.2 28.7 8.3 6.8 10 83 

IWI08F 36.5 29.2 10.4 8.2 8 85 

IWI16F 36.4 30.2 9.1 7.4 9 83 

DPA08 36.1 30.7 11.2 9.0 6 90 

DPA16 29.0 26.1 10.1 9.0 6 90 

 

In order to obtain information on the cause of the activity loss of the catalysts, particle 

size analysis of the fresh and spent catalysts was carried out using electron microscopy. 

(Figure 2, Table 3) The results show that all catalysts with low cobalt loading show a 

significant extent of particle growth. For IWI08S, this can be rationalized by the short 

interparticle distances, while for IWI08F and DPA08 the low initial average particle sizes 

may be a driving factor for particle growth. Smaller increases of particle sizes were found 
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for the catalysts with higher metal loadings, presumably due to the higher initial particle 

sizes.  

Figure 2: Histograms for TEM cobalt particle size analysis of fresh and spent catalysts.  

Calculations of turnover frequencies for the beginning and for the end of the catalytic 

experiment were carried out based on the surface average TEM particle sizes. (Table 3) 

The results showed that for the catalysts with low cobalt loadings, no significant change in 

turnover frequencies were observed, indicating that particle growth explains the loss of 

activity quantitatively. This is in accordance with the literature listing a loss of active metal 
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surface area the most important factor in the deactivation of cobalt Fischer-Tropsch 

catalysts during the first hundreds of hours for cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts in 

general[10,11] and Co/TiO2 in particular. For catalysts with high metal loadings, somewhat 

lower turnover frequencies were obtained at the end-of-run. The higher values observed 

at the start for the highly loaded samples can either be attributed to average particle 

growth during reduction which was not taken into account in the calculations. 

Alternatively, the particle size of the fresh catalysts may be underestimated because TEM 

analysis might not be fully representative although large numbers of particles were 

measured. The reason for the TOF values reported here being lower than results 

previously reported[26] relates to the fact that the TOF in this work were calculated from 

TEM particle sizes rather than from hydrogen chemisorption uptake.  

Table 3: Turnover frequencies (TOF) during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, 

H2:CO 2.0 v/v, initial XCO 35 % for the catalysts in the beginning of the catalytic testing 

experiment and after 200 h based on TEM surface average particle sizes of the fresh and 

spent catalysts.  

Catalyst dCo fresh 

/ nm 

dCo spent 

/ nm 

TOF initial 

/ 10-3 s-1 

TOF final 

/ 10-3 s-1 

IWI08S 6.1 7.9 24 24 

IWI16S 8.3 8.5 39 34 

IWI08F 5.7 6.4 33 30 

IWI16F 7.3 7.8 37 33 

DPA08 5.2 6.6 33 34 

DPA16 8.0 8.1 43 37 
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To quantify the deactivation behavior over the timescale of the catalytic experiment, the 

activity curves based on H2 conversion (Figure 3) were analyzed and fitted assuming 2nd 

order deactivation kinetics (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 3: H2 conversion curves during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2:CO 2.0 

v/v for catalysts tested at initial XCO of 35 %. 

Similar deactivation rates kd were obtained for all catalysts, with only the values obtained 

for one impregnated catalyst with subsequent static drying being significantly lower. The 
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relative remaining activity for IWI08S and DPA16 are the highest obtained. The relative 

remaining activities for all other impregnated catalysts were similar. It should be noted 

that the ratio of final to initial CTY or WTY for all catalysts is similar and appears to be 

independent of the catalyst preparation method or the cobalt interparticle spacings of the 

systems studied in this research. (Table 4) The graphs of final CTY/WTY against initial 

CTY/WTY shows this point even more clearly.(Figure 4). The slope of the linear fit for WTY 

is about 0.8 in line with the loss of about 20% activity for most of the catalysts investigated 

for 200 h at 35% CO conversion. 

Table 4: Fitting of deactivation curves during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, 

H2:CO 2.0 v/v. Fitting is according to 1/(anorm(t)) = kd * t + 1.  

Catalyst kd / 10-4 h-1 R2 CTYfinal/ CTYinitial 

IWI08S 5.9 0.99 0.89 

IWI16S 11.1 0.99 0.82 

IWI08F 12.8 0.99 0.79 

IWI16F 11.5 0.99 0.81 

DPA08 13.4 0.99 0.80 

DPA16 10.8 0.99 0.89 

 

Figure 4: Final (after 200 h) against initial CTY and WTY during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 

493 K, 20 bar, H2/CO 2.0 v/v for all catalysts studied at initial XCO 35 %. Linear fit with zero 

intercept; the slopes of the lines are 0.82 and 0.83 respectively. 
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Figure 6: Fitted data sets for normalized activities as a function of time, Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2/CO 2.0 v/v, initial XCO ~35 %. Fitting is according to 

1/(anorm(t)) = kd * t + 1. 
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Two catalysts were tested at lower GHSV in order to study the effect of higher conversions 

(Figure 6) on the activities and deactivation behavior. TEM histogram analysis of the spent 

catalysts revealed that average particle growth took place to a higher extent at higher 

conversions (Figure 7), which can be explained with higher water partial pressures in the 

reactors.[16] A look at the initial and final TOF frequencies (Table 5) shows that the loss in 

activity can mostly be attributed to average particle growth. Interestingly, the final 

turnover frequencies at high CO conversion levels of IWI16S are slightly higher and 

distinctly higher for DPA16 compared to the values obtained at lower CO conversion 

levels. This can be explained by the autocatalytic effect of water that has previously been 

demonstrated to have a positive effect on reaction rates of Co/TiO2 catalysts.[31] 

Figure 6: H2 conversion curves during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2:CO 2.0 

v/v for catalysts tested at higher conversions. 

 

Figure 7: Histograms for TEM cobalt particle size analysis of fresh and spent catalysts 

tested at high XCO. 
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Table 5: Turnover frequencies (TOF) during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, 

H2:CO 2.0 v/v, different initial XCO for the catalysts in the beginning of the catalytic testing 

experiment and after 200 h based on TEM surface average particle sizes of the fresh and 

spent catalysts.  

 

A look at the deactivation curves of catalysts tested at lower GHSV (Figure 9) showed 

higher deactivation rate constants for IWI16S and lower remaining activities in the end of 

the catalytic testing experiment for DPA16 (Table 6). These results indicate that higher 

water partial pressures enhance deactivation by particle growth as suggested 

previously.[16]  

Table 6: Fitting of deactivation curves during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, 

H2:CO 2.0 v/v. Fitting is according to 1/(anorm(t)) = kd * t + 1.  

Catalyst XCO initial  

/ % 

kd  

/ 10-4 h-1 

R2 CTYfinal/ CTYinitial 

IWI16S 36.2 11.1 0.99 0.82 

IWI16S 70.4 15.1 0.99 0.78 

DPA16 29.0 10.8 0.99 0.89 

DPA16 61.4 24.7 0.99 0.72 

 

Catalyst XCO initial  

/ % 

dCo fresh 

/ nm 

dCo spent 

/ nm 

TOF initial 

/ 10-3 s-1 

TOF final 

/ 10-3 s-1 

IWI16S 36.2 8.3 8.5 39 34 

IWI16S 70.4 8.3 9.4 39 42 

DPA16 29.0 8.0 8.1 43 37 

DPA16 61.4 8.0 10.1 52 52 
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Figure 9: Fitted data sets for normalized activities as a function of time, Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2:CO 2.0 v/v. Fitting is according to 1/(anorm(t)) = kd * t + 1.  
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Conclusions and outlook 

The results show that the catalyst preparation method has a strong impact on the cobalt 

distribution on the titania support material. It was demonstrated that fluidized bed drying 

leads to more uniform cobalt distributions compared to conventional static drying, while 

the use of deposition precipitation led to even largely homogeneous cobalt distributions. 

Results from Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K and 20 bar revealed higher activities for 

systems with more uniform distribution of cobalt, which can be rationalized with the 

higher accessible cobalt surface area during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. The C5+-selectivity 

was not found to be affected by differences in cobalt distribution for the impregnated 

catalysts, but superior selectivities were found for the systems prepared by deposition 

precipitation as has been shown earlier.[26] Catalytic testing experiments for 200 h 

showed that all catalysts lose about 20% of their activity likely due to average particle 

growth, as was shown by TEM analysis of the fresh and spent catalysts and turnover 

frequency calculations. Constant turnover frequencies calculated for the catalysts with 

low metal loadings suggest that the loss in activity can be completely attributed to a loss 

of cobalt surface area, which is in accordance with results reported elsewhere.[17] The 

deactivation curves for catalysts at similar CO conversion levels showed that the relative 

loss in activity is comparable for all catalysts studied in this research and that the cobalt 

distribution over the support surface does not seem to play a crucial role in the particle 

growth mechanism, unlike previously shown for Co/SiO2 Fischer-Tropsch catalysts[22] or 

other catalytic systems.[21] Catalytic testing of two catalysts at elevated CO conversion 

levels showed that the deactivation proceeded faster, e.g. higher deactivation rate 

constants and a higher relative activity loss were observed for IWI16S and DPA16. Also in 

this case, the loss in activity was found to correlate well with the loss of cobalt surface 

area during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. In-situ X-ray spectroscopy[32] might be able to give 

more insight into the reasons of deactivation for these catalysts in the future. In order to 

study the mechanism of particle growth, e.g. Ostwald ripening or migration and 

coalescence and (quasi)-in-situ electron microscopy techniques[33] can be applied in 

order to obtain further insights.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Effects of noble metal promotion for 

Co/TiO2 Fischer-Tropsch catalysts 
Abstract: We report on the preparation of noble metal (Ag, Pt, Re, Ru) promoted Co/TiO2 

catalysts (~9 wt.- Co) with different atomic ratios of promoter to cobalt (0, 0.0035, 0.0070, 

0.0140) by co-impregnation and subsequent fluidized bed drying. Initial cobalt oxide 

dispersions were found to be similar for all catalysts studied (TEM, XRD). Temperature-

programmed reduction showed that all noble metal promoters shift the reduction of 

cobalt oxide to lower temperatures, an effect that was found to increase in the order Re < 

Ag  < Ru < Pt and with increasing noble metal to cobalt ratios. All promoters were found to 

increase the activity of the catalysts during Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis at 30 % CO 

conversion, which can be attributed to an increase in apparent turnover frequencies for all 

catalysts and additionally increased cobalt metal dispersions for Re-promoted catalysts. 

Interestingly and in contrast to previous studies on particle size effects, no decrease in 

turnover frequency was observed for highly dispersed Re-promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts. In-

situ XRD also indicated the formation of more active hcp cobalt species for a Ag-promoted 

catalyst. Turnover frequencies were found to be highest for low and medium promoter to 

cobalt ratios for Ag and Pt-promoted catalysts, while turnover frequencies were found to 

monotonically increase with increasing promoter to cobalt ratios for Ru and Re-promoted 

catalysts. For Re and Ag-promoted catalysts increased C5+ selectivities were found for all 

promoter loadings, for Ru-promoted catalysts the C5+ selectivity was found to increase 

with increasing promoter loadings. The addition of Pt led to decreased C5+ selectivities. 

Recent theoretical studies have indicated that the activity of Co for FT can be enhanced by 

increasing their hydrogenation activity in line with the present work. 
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Introduction 

The Fischer-Tropsch reaction involves the conversion of synthesis gas to higher 

hydrocarbons, which can then further be converted to ultraclean fuels or chemicals. While 

the synthesis gas can be derived from biomass, coal, or natural gas, the latter is the most 

economical option given current market prices and the availability of stranded gas and 

shale gas reserves. A crucial aspect for the economic viability for Fischer-Tropsch plants 

lies in the performance of the catalyst.[1,2] Because of their low watergas-shift activity, 

their high selectivity to higher hydrocarbons, and their stability, supported cobalt catalysts 

are preferred for plants processing synthesis gas derived from natural gas.[3–7] Supported 

cobalt catalysts used in industrial applications typically do not only contain 15-30 wt.% of 

catalytically active cobalt, but also 1-10 wt.-% of metal oxides[8–11] and 0.1-1 wt.-% of 

noble metals[8,12] in order to improve the activity, selectivity and stability of the 

catalysts.[13]  

While oxidic promoters are mainly used in order to ensure high selectivities to heavy 

products,[8,12] noble metals are used to either improve the degree of reduction or the 

dispersion of supported cobalt catalysts. The addition of noble metals can shift the 

temperature needed to reduce cobalt oxide to metallic cobalt to distinctly lower 

temperatures, but its effect on the degree of reduction has been reported to be rather 

minor. Instead, the improved activity of noble metal promoted cobalt catalysts has been 

mainly attributed to higher cobalt dispersions,[12,14–17] synergistic effects in the case of 

bimetallic particles,[12,18–20] or the suppression of cobalt-support compound 

formation.[12]  

The activity of Fischer-Tropsch reaction has been found to linearly increase with the 

available metallic cobalt surface area, given constant turnover frequencies (TOF).[19] This 

holds for catalysts with cobalt particles above a critical size of ~6 nm, below which the TOF 

drops sharply.[21–23] Above this critical size, the TOF has also been found to be 

independent of the support material used and noble metals present.[12,16,19]  

An exception on constant TOF has been reported earlier for the case of Ru-promoted 

Co/TiO2 catalysts showing a threefold higher surface-specific activity than unpromoted 

catalysts.[18] Similar results have also been found for Pt-promoted Co/Nb2O5 

catalysts.[24] While in most cases studies on the impact of noble metal promotion on TOF 
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were performed on Al2O3-supported catalysts, the support materials in the examples 

described above are reducible oxides that show strong metal support interactions towards 

group 8-10 metals, making them fundamentally different from other support materials 

typically used in Fischer-Tropsch catalyst preparation.[25–27]  

Here we report on the structural and catalytic properties of noble metal promoted 

Co/TiO2 catalysts prepared by co-impregnation with subsequent fluidized bed drying and 

heat treatment. Some of the most relevant noble metal promoters Ag, Pt, Ru, and Re were 

added in different atomic ratios. The heat-treated catalysts are characterized by TEM, XRD 

and TPR in order to obtain information on initial cobalt oxide dispersions and reducibility 

of the catalysts. Catalytic testing is carried out under industrial conditions in order to study 

the impact of noble metal addition on the catalytic properties. The spent catalysts are 

analyzed by TEM in order to calculate TOF during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to answer the 

question whether the addition of noble metal promoters to cobalt supported on titania 

generally leads to higher intrinsic activity compared to unpromoted catalysts. In-situ XRD 

studies are carried out in order to investigate whether the addition of noble metal 

promoters also influences the metallic cobalt phase formed during reduction, eventually 

determining the activity and selectivity during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.  

Materials and methods 

Catalyst synthesis 

Noble metal promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts were prepared by co-impregnation. Therefore, 

TiO2 (Aeroxide P25, Evonik Degussa, pore volume 0.3 mL/g, BET surface area 50 m2/g, 70 

% anatase, 30 % rutile) was pre-sieved to 75-150 µm and dried under vacuum, before the 

support material was impregnated with an aqueous solution containing Co(NO3)2·6H2O 

(4M, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%) and one of the noble metal precursors HRe(OH)4 (Sigma-

Aldrich, 99.99%), Ru(NO)(NO3)3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 98.2%), [(NH3)4Pt](NO3)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 

99.995%) or AgNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) in concentrations to achieve atomic noble metal 

to cobalt ratios of 0.0035, 0.0070 and 0.0140. After that, the material was dried in a 

fluidized bed under a flow of N2 at 353 K, before the heat treatment was carried out at 

523 K (2 h, 2 K/min) in a fluidized bed under a flow of N2. These catalysts are labeled Co XX 

NM YY, NM being the noble metal used, XX the cobalt weight loading (typically 9 wt.-% 
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assuming Co to be in the form of Co3O4) and YY the noble metal weight loading (0.05 to 

0.39 wt.-%). Unpromoted Co/TiO2 catalysts were prepared analogously with a solution of 

Co(NO3)2·6H2O (4M, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%) and are labeled Co XX.  

Catalyst characterization 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D2 Phaser with a Co Kα (λ = 

1.789Å) source. Co3O4 crystallite size estimation was performed using the Co3O4 peak at 

37° 2Θ with an automatic calculation routine in DiffracEvaluation V2.0 software by Bruker, 

which is based on the Debye-Scherrer-equation. Equivalent cobalt particle sizes are 

calculated from observed Co3O4 particle sizes by using the relation d(Co)=d(Co3O4) * 0.75. 

Spent catalysts were found to be metallic cobalt covered with a thin wax layer, therefore 

no correction factor was applied.  

For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), the heat-treated catalysts were ground with 

a mortar, suspended in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath and dropped onto a copper grid 

with holey carbon film. Spent catalysts were prepared in the same way. The samples were 

analyzed using a Tecnai T12/ Tecnai T20 microscope, with electron beam voltage of 120 

kV, 200 kV, respectively. Equivalent cobalt particle sizes are calculated from observed 

Co3O4 particle sizes by using the relation d(Co)=d(Co3O4) * 0.75.  

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) was carried out using a Micromeritics 

Autochem II ASAP 2920. Typically, 50 mg of the sample were dried in a flow of Ar at 373 K 

for 1 h and then reduced in a 50 NmL/min flow of H2/Ar (1:19 v/v) at a temperature ramp 

of 5 K/min.  

In-situ X-ray powder diffraction studies were carried out on a Bruker D8 Phaser with a Co 

Kα (λ = 1.789Å) source and equipped with an Anton Paar XRK reaction chamber. Typically 

50 mg of the powdered catalysts were dried under a flow of He and then reduced under a 

flow of H2/He 1:3 v/v at 623 K (2 h, ramp 1 K/min). 
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Catalytic testing 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out in a 16 reactor catalytic testing setup 

(Flowrence, Avantium). The catalysts (75-150 μm) were diluted with SiC (200 µm) to a 

total bed volume of 200 µL in order to obtain desired CO conversion levels of 30 %. The 

catalysts were dried in a flow of He for 2 h and then reduced in-situ in a flow of H2/He (1:3 

v/v) at 623 K (8 h, ramp 1 K/min). Subsequently, the reactors were cooled to 453 K and 

pressurized to 20 bar under a flow of H2. After switching to H2/CO (2:1 v/v) the 

temperature was increased to 493 K (1 K/min). In the end of the experiment, most of the 

products remaining in the catalyst bed were removed under a flow of H2 at 473 K, before 

the setup was cooled down to room temperature under a flow of He. The products were 

analyzed using online gas chromatography (Agilent 7890A), the permanent gases were 

separated on a Shincarbon column and quantified against He as an internal standard using 

a TCD detector. CO conversions were calculated as  

XCO = (molCO in-molCO out)/molCO in (1) 

 

Hydrocarbons (C1-C9) were separated on a PPQ column, detected using an FID detector 

and quantified against the TCD signal of the internal standard He. Selectivities to the lower 

hydrocarbon fractions SCX were calculated from converted CO and the corresponding 

yields as 

SCX = YCX/(molCO in-molCO out) (2) 

 

The selectivities to products with 5 and more carbon atoms are calculated from the yields 

to lower hydrocarbons as  

SC5+ = 1 - SC1-C4 (3) 

 

CO conversion levels during the experiments were between 25 and 35 %. Activities are 

reported as cobalt time yields (CTY, molCO/(gCo·s)) and weight time yields (WTY, 

molCO/(gCat·s)). Turnover frequencies were calculated from TEM surface average particle 

sizes assuming spherical geometries and a surface area of one cobalt atom of 0.0628 

nm2.[21] 
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Results and discussion 

The particle size analysis of the heat-treated catalyst precursors was carried out using TEM 

and XRD. (Figure 1) The results showed very similar initial particle sizes of 4 to 7 nm for all 

promoted catalysts. Deviations between the measurement techniques can be explained 

by the fact of XRD analyzing crystallite sizes rather than particle sizes and being a bulk 

technique instead of a local imaging technique as TEM. For the unpromoted catalyst 

similarly sized cobalt oxide particle sizes were determined.  

 

Figure 1:  Surface average equivalent cobalt particle sizes derived from TEM (left) and 

equivalent cobalt crystallite sizes derived from XRD line broadening analysis of the Co3O4 

peak at 37° 2θ (right) of the heat-treated catalysts. 

TEM imaging of the catalysts (Figure 2) also revealed well-distributed supported cobalt 

oxide particles for unpromoted and promoted catalysts, which is in line with results 

previously reported.[28] From TEM imaging no clear statement can be made on whether 

the cobalt oxide particles are doped with the noble metal promoters or whether the 

metals are present separately on the support material. 
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Figure 2: TEM images of the unloaded TiO2 P25 support material (left), and the TiO2-

supported Co catalyst, sample Co8.8Ag0.23 (right). Note the sharp edged titania support 

particles in the left, and the more rounded off shape of the supported cobalt oxide 

particles in the right image. The arrows indicate the position of a few supported cobalt 

oxide particles.   

The reduction behavior of the promoted and unpromoted catalysts was studied using TPR. 

(Figure 3) The TPR results of the unpromoted Co/TiO2 catalysts showed the typical two-

step reduction pattern of Co3O4 to CoO (centered at 530 K) and CoO to Co (670 K). The use 

of Ag as a promoter was found to lead to a shift of both reduction peaks to lower 

temperatures, which was more pronounced in case of higher Ag loadings (500 K and 600 K 

for the highest Ag loading), a trend previously reported for Ag-promoted Co/Al2O3 

catalysts.[17]  Promotion with different amounts of Pt led shifts of the reduction peaks to 

even lower temperatures (430 K and 530 K for the highest Pt loading). It could be noted 

that already the lowest amount of Pt added led to a strong shift of the reduction peaks to 

lower temperatures (450 K and 560 K), while the further shift with increasing Pt loadings 

was found to be less significant. These findings are in line with observations for Pt-

promoted Co/Al2O3 catalysts previously reported.[16,17] Ru promotion also led to shifts in 

reduction temperature for both reduction steps. Largest shifts were found for the highest 

promoter loadings (450 K and 560 K). For Re-promoted catalysts the first reduction peak 

was not affected for low and medium promoter loadings, while a shift to higher 

temperatures was observed for high Re loadings, an effect that has previously been 
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attributed to the high reduction temperature of ReO2 for the case of promoted Co/Al2O3 

catalysts.[16] Only the second reduction peak was found to shift significantly to lower 

temperatures (620 K) As the initial cobalt oxide particle sizes were comparable for all 

catalysts, it can be assumed that all differences observed in the TPR patterns are due to 

the presence of the noble metal promoters and not dispersion effects.[29] A 

quantification of the TPR measurements in order to calculate the degree of reduction was 

not done because of the possibility of SMSI effects and its associated contribution to the 

TCD signal.[30]  

 

Figure 3: TPR profiles for Ag-promoted (a), Pt-promoted (b), Ru-promoted and Re-

promoted (d) Co/TiO2 catalysts. For comparison the TPR profile of an unpromoted catalyst 

is given in black. The legends in all graphs provide the cobalt and noble metal loadings in 

wt.-%.  
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Table 1: Catalytic performance of unpromoted and promoted Co/TiO2 catalysts after 60 h 

of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2/CO 2.0 v/v.  

 Catalyst XCO  

/  % 

CTY  

/ 10-5 

molCO/(gCo*s) 

SCH4  

/ wt.-% 

SC5+  

/ wt.-% 

 Co 9.4 29.2 6.9 6.3 85 

Ag
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 9.2 Ag 0.06 30.3 10.0 6.5 89 

Co 9.0 Ag 0.12 33.9 11.9 6.4 89 

Co 8.8 Ag 0.26 33.1 10.5 7.0 87 

Pt
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 8.9 Pt 0.11 30.4 10.8 7.6 83 

Co 9.1 Pt 0.21 30.0 16.8 8.3 84 

Co 8.2 Pt 0.39 34.2 13.5 7.3 83 

Ru
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 8.8 Ru 0.05 26.4 7.2 6.9 82 

Co 8.0 Ru 0.10 30.3 14.5 9.3 84 

Co 7.3 Ru 0.18 31.8 13.5 7.0 88 

Re
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 9.6 Re 0.06 30.9 20.0 6.2 90 

Co 9.2 Re 0.13 26.7 18.6 6.7 88 

Co 9.4 Re 0.25 33.1 21.5 7.0 88 

 
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out at 20 bar, 493 K and at very similar CO 

conversion levels. The results (Table 1) showed a cobalt time yield of 6.9 10-5 molCO/(gCo*s) 

and a C5+-selectivity of 85 wt.-% for the unpromoted catalyst that are in good accordance 

with results published earlier.[31,32] The addition of Ag was also found to increase both 

activities (10-12 10-5 molCO/(gCo*s)) and the C5+ selectivity significantly to 87-89 wt.-%. An 

increase of CTY was also found for the catalysts promoted with Pt, with an optimum found 
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for the addition of 0.21 wt.-% Pt. This activity gain was accompanied by decreased C5+ 

selectivities of only 82-84 wt.-% that can partly be attributed to the hydrogenolysis and 

methanation activity of Pt. The addition of Ru also resulted in an increased activity, most 

pronounced for the addition of 0.10 wt.-% Ru. Higher amounts of Ru were found to lead to 

higher C5+ selectivities. The addition of Re led to the most significant improvements in CTY 

and C5+ selectivity, comparable for all amounts of Re added.  

Table 2: Equivalent cobalt particle sizes of the fresh and spent unpromoted and promoted 
Co/TiO2 catalysts and TOF after 60 h of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2/CO 
2.0 v/v.  

 Catalyst dfresh  

/ nm 

dspent  

/ nm 

CTY 

/ 10-5 

molCO/(gCo*s) 

TOFspent  

/ s-1 

 Co 9.4 5.3 8.6 7.1 0.024 

Ag
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 9.2 Ag 0.06 5.6 11.8 10.0 0.066 

Co 9.0 Ag 0.12 5.7 10.3 11.9 0.068 

Co 8.8 Ag 0.26 5.8 10.1 10.5 0.059 

Pt
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 8.9 Pt 0.11 4.7 8.1 10.8 0.048 

Co 9.1 Pt 0.21 4.5 6.5 16.8 0.061 

Co 8.2 Pt 0.39 4.1 7.9 13.5 0.057 

Ru
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 8.8 Ru 0.05 5.5 8.1 7.2 0.032 

Co 8.0 Ru 0.10 5.7 10.5 14.5 0.084 

Co 7.3 Ru 0.18 7.0 7.8 13.5 0.057 

Re
-p

ro
m

ot
ed

 Co 9.6 Re 0.06 5.4 3.7 20.0 0.041 

Co 9.2 Re 0.13 5.2 3.7 18.6 0.039 

Co 9.4 Re 0.25 5.7 4.9 21.5 0.058 
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In order to study the reasons for the different activities, the cobalt particle sizes of the 

spent catalysts were determined by TEM in order to calculate turnover frequencies. (Table 

2) For the unpromoted catalysts, increased cobalt particle sizes were found after the 

catalytic testing and the TOF was in the expected range. For all catalysts promoted with 

Ag, bigger cobalt particles were found in the spent catalysts. While the effect of increasing 

cobalt dispersions is discussed for various noble metals,[12,13] we only measure higher 

metal dispersions for Re-promoted catalysts. (Table 2, Figure 4) The TOF of the catalysts 

promoted by Pt, Ru or Re were determined to be a factor of 2 higher than the TOF of the 

unpromoted catalyst, however, no strong influence of Ag was found. Pt promoted 

catalysts showed less average particle growth and TOF slightly lower than those of the Ag 

promoted catalysts. Neither CTY nor TOF of the Ag promoted catalysts were found to 

depend strongly on the promoter loading. Pt promoted catalysts showed increasing 

activities and TOF with increasing promoter loading initially, with lower values obtained 

for higher amounts of Pt. The cobalt particle sizes of the Ru promoted catalysts were 

found to be comparable with the other catalysts, but as for the CTY, a strong dependency 

of the amount of Ru added on the TOF was found. A medium Ru loading of 0.10 wt.-% led 

to a threefold TOF increase compared to the unpromoted catalyst. For the catalysts 

promoted with Re, cobalt particle sizes were found to be lower than the initial equivalent 

cobalt particle sizes, which can be rationalized with the role of Re being a well-known 

dispersion enhancing noble metal promoter.[12] The TOF determined for these catalysts 

were around 0.04 s-1 for low and medium Re amounts and 0.06 s-1 for higher amounts of 

Re. These results suggest that for titania-supported cobalt catalysts a distinct increase in 

TOF can be observed upon the introduction of noble metal promoters, which is not 

observed for the addition of noble metal promoters on irreducible support materials.[18] 

It should be noted that possible differences in the degree of reduction were not 

considered in these calculations, although it has previously been reported that the effect 

of noble metal promotion on the degree of reduction is relatively small for Co/TiO2 

catalysts.[16,32–35]  
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Figure 4: TOF based on surface average TEM particle sizes of spent catalysts and CTY 

during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar, H2/CO 2.0 v/v for unpromoted and 

promoted catalysts. 

In order to obtain more information on the enhanced intrinsic activities of the promoted 

catalysts, in-situ XRD studies were carried out, mimicking the reduction of the catalysts. 

(Figure 5) The results revealed that for both unpromoted and promoted catalysts CoO was 

detected at 500 K. The CoO diffraction line disappeared at 623 K, while diffraction lines of 

metallic cobalt were found at this temperature. While for the unpromoted catalyst the 

peak was found to be at the expected diffraction angle for fcc Co, the peak was found to 

be broadened for the Ag-promoted catalyst, indicating the presence of at least small 

amounts of hcp Co. It has been found previously that the formation of hcp cobalt leads to 

higher activities[36–38] and C5+ selectivities[39] during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. It has 

also been shown that hcp Co is less prone to average particle growth during Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis than fcc Co.[37] Using in situ XRD, it has been demonstrated that this 

more active form can be formed by activation using synthesis gas[40] or by carbidization 

of cobalt oxide with subsequent hydrogenation of CoC2.[41] The hcp structure is the 
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thermodynamically stable phase below 723 K,[1] although for particles below 20 nm the 

fcc structure is expected to prevail.[42] Nevertheless, the product typically formed upon 

reduction of Co3O4 particles under H2 atmosphere at 623 K is fcc Co. Using TPR, we have 

demonstrated that the use of noble metal promoters leads to a shift of the reduction 

peaks to lower temperatures. It is thus suggested that an onset of the reduction at lower 

temperatures leads to the formation of hcp Co, the thermodynamically stable 

modification, (partly) explaining the higher activities of the noble metal promoted 

catalysts. While in earlier studies stacking faults or the porosity of hcp cobalt were 

considered to explain the superior catalytic performance,[36,38] recently DFT kinetic 

studies were carried out to shed light on the effect of the cobalt crystal structure on the 

elementary reaction steps of the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. It was demonstrated that CO 

activation proceeds with a higher rate on hcp Co, but also that it proceeds via direct 

dissociation, unlike H-assisted dissocation for fcc Co.[43]  

 

Figure 5: In-situ X-ray diffractograms for Ag-promoted and unpromoted Co/TiO2 catalysts 

during and after reduction under a flow of H2/He 1:3 v/v.   
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Conclusions and outlook 

The XRD and TEM results showed that (co-)impregnation of TiO2 with subsequent fluidized 

bed drying and heat treatment leads to a rather uniform distribution of similarly sized 

supported cobalt oxide particles for both unpromoted and promoted catalysts. TPR 

studies revealed that the addition of noble metals lead to decreased reduction 

temperatures of cobalt oxide, this effect being most pronounced for the addition of Pt and 

Ru and less pronounced for the addition of Re and Ag. The effect on the reduction 

temperature was found to increase with higher promoter loadings for all noble metals. 

The catalytic properties under industrial Fischer-Tropsch synthesis conditions were found 

to be strongly influenced by the addition of noble metals. While the addition of Ag, Re and 

higher amounts of Ru led to increased cobalt time yields and C5+-selectivities, Pt-promoted 

catalysts showed only higher activities, but significantly lower C5+-selectivities at very 

similar CO conversion. TEM studies of the reduced and spent catalysts showed that the 

cobalt particle sizes for the unpromoted and most promoted catalysts were similar, only 

Re-promoted catalysts showed distinctly lower particle sizes after the catalytic testing. 

TOF calculations based on the surface average TEM particle sizes of spent catalysts 

revealed that increased turnover frequencies were found for promoted catalysts as 

previously shown for Ru-promoted Co/TiO2 and Pt-promoted Co/Nb2O5 

catalysts,[18,19,24] while the effect of TOF increase was most pronounced for Ru and Pt. 

Again, the influence of different degrees of reduction cannot be excluded from the 

calculations. In-situ XRD studies revealed that for Ag-promoted catalysts, at least some 

hcp Co is formed, possibly contributing the higher intrinsic activities of these catalysts 

compared to the unpromoted system.  

For Ru catalyzed Co/TiO2, it was previously suggested that an interaction in bimetallic 

particles leads to reduced site blockage by carbonaceous species[18] or that the rate of 

surface oxygen and hydroxide removal was accelerated.[19] For Re-promoted catalysts, a 

close interaction of the promoter with the active metal was also discussed to rationalize 

the increased activities and selectivities.[32] Recent DFT studies[44] show that Co catalysts 

operate in a regime in which the overall reaction rate is controlled by CO dissociation and 

oxygen removal by water formation. It is widely accepted that the noble metals used as 

promoters are more active hydrogenation catalysts  than cobalt,[12] which can lead to 

synergistic effects in CO hydrogenation.[45,46] We suggest that increased hydrogenation 
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activity in promoted catalysts accelerates water formation and/or gives rise to hydrogen-

assisted CO dissociation.[47–49]  
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Chapter 5 

 
Effect of support surface treatment 

on the synthesis, structure, and 
performance of  

Co/CNT Fischer-Tropsch catalysts 
 

 

 

Abstract: We report the preparation of supported cobalt catalysts (9 wt.-% Co) on 

untreated (CNT) and surface-oxidized (CNT-ox) carbon nanotube materials by incipient 

wetness impregnation with solutions of cobalt nitrate in water, ethanol or 1-propanol. The 

results show that by a judicious selection of solvent and drying method, similar cobalt 

particle sizes in the range of 4-5 nm on CNT and CNT-ox support materials were obtained 

for the freshly reduced catalysts. Cobalt particles supported on unfunctionalized CNT 

showed higher initial activities and C5+ selectivities than catalysts on functionalized CNT, 

however, the former catalysts were more prone to cobalt particle growth due to the lack 

of anchoring sites. The activities and cobalt particle sizes of catalysts after 60 h on stream 

revealed for particles larger than 6 nm a turn over frequencies (TOF) of 0.07 s-1 for Co/CNT 

and 0.03 s-1 for Co/CNT-ox. In-situ XAS/XRD studies showed a similar degree of reduction 

for the catalysts on untreated and oxidized CNT and the formation of hcp cobalt metal on 

untreated CNT which rationalizes the higher activity and TOF of the Co/CNT catalysts. 
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Introduction 

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) comprises the catalytic conversion of synthesis gas 

into hydrocarbons and is considered a promising process to produce a mixture of long 

chain hydrocarbons, which can further be upgraded to ultraclean transportation fuels, 

chemicals and lubricants.[1–3] Since synthesis gas can be generated from different 

sources such as natural gas, shale gas, coal or biomass, the FTS has awaked interest 

against the background of souring crude oil prices and geopolitical uncertainties. For the 

economic prospects of FT plants, good catalyst performance at affordable costs is crucial, 

making supported cobalt catalysts the material of choice for modern low temperature 

Fischer-Tropsch plants based on synthesis gas derived from natural gas.[4–8]  

Industrially used cobalt catalysts contain both structural and electronic promoters[9–11] 

and are typically supported on refractory oxides such as alumina, silica or titania.[6,12–15] 

Highly active and selective catalysts have been developed,[16–21] however, these support 

materials often have the disadvantages of limited hydrothermal stability, low reducibility 

of cobalt oxide to metallic cobalt or strong metal support interactions (SMSI).[22–25] 

Various carbonaceous support materials have been introduced as promising alternatives 

to overcome these drawbacks, such as activated carbon (AC), carbon spheres (CS), carbon 

nanofibers (CNF) or carbon nanotubes (CNT).[26–31] These materials are chemically 

robust and do not form cobalt-support compounds.[32,33] Commercially available 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as used in this study consist of rolled up 

graphene sheets that are arranged in a Russian doll fashion, featuring a well-defined 

structure, a high pore volume, a high specific surface area and a largely unfunctionalized 

and thereby hydrophobic surface.[33]  

In previous work carbonaceous materials were mostly functionalized prior to being used 

as support material for metal catalysts, in order to improve the wetting properties for 

aqueous solutions relevant for metal precursor deposition and to create anchoring sites 

for the metal nanoparticles.[26,34] Several approaches have been used previously to 

functionalize the surface of carbonaceous support materials, most importantly liquid 

phase oxidation using nitric acid, sulfuric acid or mixtures thereof.[33,35] Since these 

methods often severely damage the catalyst structure, milder methods have been 

developed, both for liquid-phase and gas-phase functionalization.[32,36,37] Few 
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publications focus on the impact of support functionalization on catalyst structure and 

performance, and often the conclusions are based on systems with very different metal 

dispersions or distributions. [38–44]  

It is the goal of this work to study the influence of support functionalization on the 

properties of Co/CNT catalysts at comparable cobalt dispersions. While the 

physicochemical properties of untreated commercially available support material used in 

this work have been studied in detail before,[33] it is the goal of this work to focus on the 

most important structural changes introduced by the functionalization procedures and 

their impact on the catalyst synthesis process. Therefore, we used both liquid-phase and 

gas-phase oxidation[32] to modify the CNT surface properties and to introduce acidic 

groups. The materials were characterized by means of nitrogen physisorption, 

transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and acid-base titrations. 

Supported cobalt catalysts were prepared on these CNT materials using incipient wetness 

impregnation with different solvents and a drying and heat treatment protocol that has 

been proven to lead to good distributions of the supported metal particles over the 

support surface.[45,46] The impact of the chosen materials and methods on dispersion 

and distribution of cobalt was studied by electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction. The 

catalysts were then tested under industrially relevant FTS conditions to study trends in 

activity, selectivity and stability, while special attention was paid to the extent of 

reduction under the process conditions using in-situ XANES. 
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Materials and methods 

Catalyst synthesis 

Commercially available multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNT, Baytubes C 150 HP, Bayer 

Material Science) were functionalized using gas-phase oxidation in a setup as described 

elsewhere.[32] Typically, 0.4 g of CNT (grain size 75-150 µm) were dried in a sample holder 

for 2 hours at 398 K. Then, a condenser and a round bottom flask containing about 150 mL 

nitric acid (65 %, Merck) were fitted to the heated sample holder, its design preventing the 

contact of condensed nitric acid with the sample. Nitric acid was heated to reflux for 0.5-4 

h, before the heating mantle was removed. Then, the acid was allowed to cool down while 

the sample holder was still heated to prevent condensation of any vapors in the sample. 

Afterwards, the oxidized carbon nanotubes (CNT-ox-Xh, X being the duration of oxidation) 

were dried in a static oven at 393 K overnight. Alternatively, the samples were 

functionalized using liquid-phase oxidation. Therefore, typically 2 g CNT were suspended 

in 40 mL nitric acid (65 %, Merck) and heated at 393 K for 2 hours. Afterwards the 

suspension was allowed to cool down and the material was filtered off and washed with 

water until the pH was close to neutral. The material was then dried in a static oven at 393 

K overnight and designated as CNT-LPO-2h. 

After drying the support material in vacuo, the carbon nanotubes were loaded by incipient 

wetness impregnation with 1.5 M solutions of cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (p.a., Acros) in 

water, ethanol or 1-propanol.The materials were then dried in a static oven at 333 K in air 

overnight or in in a down-flow tubular setup under nitrogen flow at a temperature about 

20 K below the boiling point of the solvent used for impregnation. Therefore, the reactor 

was heated fast to the desired temperature, which was then held for 2 h. To decompose 

the cobalt precursor, the temperature was then increased to 523 K (2 K/min) and held for 

4 h under a flow of nitrogen (GHSV~6000 h-1). All cobalt loadings for the catalysts prepared 

were around 9 wt.-%, assuming Co to be in the form of Co3O4. The loadings were 

calculated by determining the mass of solution added during impregnation of the 

catalysts. The catalysts prepared on untreated and oxidized carbon nanotubes were 

named Co/CNT-solvent or Co/CNT-ox-solvent, respectively, with the solvents deionized 

H2O, EtOH (Interchema, >99%) and 1-PrOH (Alfa Aesar, >99.5%) used during the 

impregnation step.  
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Catalyst characterization 

Nitrogen physisorption was carried out using a Micromeritics Tristar 3000 setup. Prior to 

measurements, the samples were degassed at 498 K for 20 h with a ramp of 10 K/min. 

Physisorption was measured at 77 K from 0 to 0.995 p/p0. Surface area was estimated 

using the BET approach, average pore size distributions were determined from the 

desorption branches of the isotherms using the BJH method. The micropore volume was 

approximated using the t-plot method, total pore volumes were determined from single 

point adsorption at p/p0=0.995. 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D2 Phaser with a Co Kα (λ = 

1.789 Å) source. Co3O4 crystallite size estimation was carried out using the Co3O4 peak at 

36.8° 2Θ with an automatic calculation routine in DiffracEvaluation V2.0 software by 

Bruker, which is based on the Debye-Scherrer-equation.  

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the support materials or the heat-treated 

catalysts were carefully ground with a mortar, suspended in ethanol using an ultrasonic 

bath and dropped onto a copper TEM grid with holey carbon film. The samples were 

analyzed using a Tecnai T12 or a Tecnai T20 microscope with electron beam voltages of 

120 kV and 200 kV, respectively. Image analysis was carried out with iTEM, the sizes of a at 

least 150 Co3O4 particles were measured and the average diameter was used to derive an 

equivalent value for the average metallic cobalt particle size by using the relation d(Co) = 

0.75 d(Co3O4). The same relation was used for analyzing the spent catalysts.[47] 

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) was carried out using a Micromeritics 

Autochem II ASAP 2920. Typically, 50 mg of the sample were dried in a flow of Ar at 393 K 

for 1 h and then reduced in a flow of H2/Ar (1:19, v/v) using a ramp of 5 K/min. 

Titrations were performed using a Radiometer Analytical TitraLab TIM880 titration 

manager. Typically, 25-50 mg of the sample was loaded and 60 mL 0.1 M KCl (aq) was 

added while stirring. In order to remove dissolved CO2, the liquid was flushed with 

nitrogen for two minutes before adding the titrant. The sample was titrated using an 

aqueous solution containing 0.01 M NaOH and 0.1 M KCl until the pH reached 9 or until 

the added volume V was 5 mL. The inflection point was found by numerically calculating 
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the first derivative and then applying a second degree polynomial fit (y = aV2 + bV + c) 

around the maximum, finding the inflection point by calculating Vinflection = -b/2a. 

Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Kaiser Optical Systems Inc. Raman 

Spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm laser. Measurements were carried out at 50 mW 

with an exposure time of 7 s and 11 accumulations using Holograms 4.0 software.  

Combined in-situ XANES/XRD studies were performed at the Swiss-Norwegian Beamline 

(SNBL) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), station BM01B. The dried 

catalysts were diluted with boron nitride (1:1 v/v) and loaded in a quartz capillary with an 

outer diameter of 1 mm and a wall thickness of 0.02 mm. The bed length was 10 mm and 

the catalyst bed was fixed using glass wool. The setup for the in-situ measurements was 

described elsewhere.[48] The wavelength used for XRD was 0.4944 Å and the data was 

converted to 1.78897 Å (Co Kα) using the software Winplotr. Calibration of the energy of 

the edge of the XAS spectra and linear combination fitting was done with the IFEFFIT 

program Athena. The Co K-edge energy of the reference compound was calibrated by 

setting the zero-crossing of the second derivative to 7709 eV and the edge energy of the 

spectra were chosen as a set fraction of the edge step. For the fitting, Co foil and CoO or 

Co3O4 diluted with BN (1:1 v/v) were used as standards. The first reduction was carried out 

at 623 K (5 K/min) using a flow of H2/He (1:3 v/v). After 5 h at 523 K the system was cooled 

to 553 K and the feed mixture was changed to CO/H2 (1:2.1 v/v). The pressure was 

increased to 15 bar and the temperature to 493 K. These conditions were kept constant 

for 10 h, afterwards the system was returned to ambient pressure and the setup was 

flushed with pure H2. The second reduction step took place at 673 K (5 K/min) for 5 h. 

Afterwards, the temperature was decreased to 553 K and the gas flow was changed to 

CO/H2 (1:2.1 v/v). Again, the pressure was increased to 15 bar and the temperature was 

set to 473 K, these conditions were held for another 3 h. 
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Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out in a 16 reactor catalytic testing setup 

(Flowrence, Avantium). The catalysts (75-150 µm) were diluted with SiC (200 µm) to arrive 

at the same amount of Co in every reactor, giving a catalyst bed volume of 200 µL. The 

catalysts were dried in a flow of He at 373 K for 2 h and then reduced in situ in a flow of 

H2/He (1:3 v/v) at 623 K (8 h, ramp 1 K/min). Subsequently, the reactors were cooled to 

453 K and pressurized to 20 bar under a flow of H2. After switching to H2/CO (2:1 v/v) the 

temperature was increased to 493 K (1K/min), the products were analyzed using online 

gas chromatography (Agilent 7890A). The permanent gases were separated on a 

ShinCarbon ST (#19043) column and quantified against He as an internal standard using a 

TCD detector. CO conversions were calculated as XCO=(molCO in-molCO out)/molCO in. 

Hydrocarbons (C1-C9) were separated on an Agilent J&W PoraBOND Q column, detected 

using an FID detector and quantified against the TCD signal of the internal standard He. 

Selectivities to the lower hydrocarbon fractions SCX were calculated from converted CO 

and the corresponding yields as SCX=YCX/(molCO in-molCO out). The selectivities to products 

with 5 and more carbon atoms were calculated from the yields to lower hydrocarbons as 

SC5+=1-SC1-C4. Stable CO conversions and hydrocarbon selectivities were reached after 

about 50 h on stream and were between 25 and 35 %. Activities are reported as cobalt 

time yields (CTY, molCO/(gCo·s)). At the end of the catalytic testing experiment, the waxes in 

the pores of the catalysts were stripped off the catalysts for 12 h under a flow of H2 at 473 

K, subsequently the reactors were cooled down to room temperature under a flow of Ar. 

When removing the catalysts from the reactors, these were exposed to air prior to further 

characterization by TEM. Although the purity of the CNT material was greater than 99% C, 

the support material contains small amounts of residual growth catalyst from the 

industrial manufacturing process, which might have an effect on the catalytic properties. 

Therefore, the activity of the blank support material was also tested in the catalytic 

experiments, but it was found to be negligible. 
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Results and discussion 

Characterization of the support materials  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging (Figure 1) was used to obtain 

information on the local structural changes in the carbon nanotubes upon 

functionalization. While the untreated CNT show smooth parallel rolled up graphene 

sheets with disordered deposits both inside and outside as described in the literature,[33] 

distinct differences can be found in the modified nanotubes. The materials oxidized by gas 

phase oxidation show a roughening of the nanotube surface, while the structure 

otherwise seems intact. For the CNT oxidized by liquid phase oxidation, a severe distortion 

of the original structure is noted as the surface was roughened and few parallel graphene 

sheets are observed.  

 

Figure 1: Representative TEM images of untreated (left), and 2 h gas phase oxidized 

(center) and 2 h liquid phase oxidized (right) carbon nanotubes.  

The number of acidic groups on the functionalized materials was determined by acid-base 

titrations. Using this method, for the unfunctionalized materials no acidic groups were 

found. (Figure 2) The samples treated in the gas phase show that the number of acid sites 

increased with short oxidation times as expected, while longer times did not lead to 

significantly higher degrees of functionalization, a behavior that has been observed 

before. Note that the number of acid sites introduced for longer oxidation times was very 

similar to the result for liquid-phase oxidized nanotubes (0.40 mmol/g).[32,36] It should 

be noted that both for the untreated and functionalized CNT the amount of oxygen-

containing groups may be higher than the amount of acid sites determined by titration. 
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For more accurate methods to quantitatively determine the amount of oxygen-containing 

groups, high-resolution XPS studies have been carried out successfully before.[49,50]  

The degree of surface functionalization also played a key role in the wetting properties of 

the materials with different solvents. While oxidized CNT were wetted by water, ethanol 

or 1-propanol, the untreated materials floated on water indicating poor wetting 

properties. The untreated CNT materials, however, were wetted properly by ethanol or 1-

propanol.  

 

Figure 2: Number of acidic groups on the CNT surface for different gas phase oxidation 

times. The line through the points has been drawn to guide the eye. 

Nitrogen physisorption on untreated and oxidized samples showed very similar 

adsorption-desorption curves (see appendix, Figure S3), that can be best described as 

IUPAC type IV isotherms with hysteresis at p/p0>0.9. A slight increase of pore volume and 

BET surface area was noted for the gas phase oxidized CNT. (Table 1) The similarities in 

porosity suggest that the overall structure of the gas phase oxidized CNT has not been 

severely affected by the oxidation treatment, which is in line with the observations made 

with TEM. For liquid phase oxidized CNT a further increase in BET area is observed and the 

pore volume is found to be a bit lower than in the other materials. 
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Table 1: Influence of oxidation treatments on the porosity of the carbon support 

materials. 

Support material BET area  

/ m2/g 

Total pore volume  

/ mL/g 

CNT 200 1.2 

CNT-GPO-2h 250 1.4 

CNT-LPO-2h 270 1.1 

 

Raman spectroscopy was carried out to obtain further information how the different 

oxidation treatments had affected the CNT (Figure 3). The spectra of the untreated CNT 

show the typical pattern  that has been discussed elsewhere in the literature,[33] 

featuring a distinct band at ~1580 cm-1 for the ideal graphitic lattice (G), at ~1340 cm-1 for 

disordered graphitic lattice (A1g symmetry, D1) and a shoulder on the G peak at ~1620 cm-1 

that can also be assigned to disordered graphitic lattice (E2g symmetry, D2).[51] The 

relative intensity of the G band decreased for the gas phase oxidized sample and its D2 

shoulder becomes more apparent, indicating the increasing degree of disorder in the 

sample. For liquid phase oxidized CNT, the G band disappeared almost completely. The 

spectra were deconvoluted (for details see appendix) using Gaussian functions of the 

three contributions described above including a contribution of amorphous carbon (D3) at 

~1480 cm-1. The increase of the ID1/IG ratio is in line with the observations from TEM 

images and suggests only slight structural distortions when using gas phase oxidation and 

severe structural damage for the samples using liquid phase oxidation. In contrast to what 

is reported elsewhere in the literature,[33] we found that both the D1 and the G band 

became narrower going from the untreated sample to the gas phase oxidized CNT and to 

the liquid phase oxidized sample. Also, a distinct redshift of the D1 band to ~ 1320 cm-1 is 

observed for the LPO sample. These effects have been interpreted as graphitic domains 

being smaller for related materials[52] and is in line with the other observations of the 

structural distortion.  
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Figure 3: Raman spectra of untreated and functionalized carbon nanotubes.  

Table 2: Raman data obtained for untreated and oxidized carbon nanotubes. 

Support material D1 band FWHM  

/ cm-1 

G band FWHM  

/ cm-1 

ID1/IG 

CNT untreated 59 57 1.2 

CNT-GPO-2h 52 44 1.4 

CNT-LPO-2h 36 85 39 
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Characterization of the heat-treated catalysts 

XRD line broadening analysis was carried out on the heat treated CNT-supported catalysts 

to estimate the size of the Co3O4 crystallites. (Table 3) The results show relatively small 

cobalt oxide crystallites of 3-6 nm with little difference between the catalysts prepared on 

untreated and oxidized CNT. For both the catalysts on untreated and on oxidized CNT the 

largest crystallite sizes were found for the catalysts impregnated with aqueous solutions, 

while smaller crystallites were detected for impregnations with ethanol or propanol.  

Table 3: Co3O4 crystallite sizes (nm) determined by XRD line broadening for 9wt% Co/CNT 

samples. 

Support / Solvent Water Ethanol 1-Propanol 

CNT 6 4 4 

CNT-GPO-2h 5 5 3 

CNT-LPO-2h n/a 4 n/a 

 

TEM particle size analysis results of the heat treated catalysts were in good accordance 

with the values deduced from XRD line broadening analysis. (See also table 5). Moreover, 

the images provided indications on the nanoscale distribution of the cobalt oxide particles 

over the CNT. The catalysts prepared by aqueous impregnations showed clusters of about 

20 nm, while less clustering was observed for catalysts prepared by impregnations using 

cobalt nitrate solutions in ethanol and quite uniform distributions for the catalysts 

impregnated with solutions of 1-propanol. (Figure 4) When comparing the catalysts 

supported on untreated CNT with their counterparts on oxidized CNT, little difference in 

terms of cobalt oxide clustering was observed. (Figure 5) These results indicate that the 

solvent surface tension effects during drying have a larger impact than wetting of the 

support. In other words, if wetting suffices then surface tension effects dominate in 

agglomeration during drying. This finding is nicely in line with the elegant in situ TEM 

studies of Crozier et al.[53] comparing nickel nitrate distributions on silica showing that 

water as solvent led to more clustering than ethanol as solvent. 
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Figure 4: Representative STEM-HAADF images showing clustering of cobalt oxide particles 

for untreated CNT support impregnated with aqueous solutions (left, Co/CNT-H2O) and a 

more homogeneous distribution for catalysts prepared by impregnation with solutions of 

cobalt nitrate in ethanol (middle, Co/CNT-EtOH) and uniform distribution when using 

isopropanol as solvent (right, Co/CNT-PrOH).  

 

Figure 5: Representative STEM-HAADF images showing similar cobalt oxide particle 

distributions for propanol-impregnated catalysts on untreated support (left, Co/CNT-

PrOH) and on oxidized support (right, Co/CNT-GPO-PrOH). 

The reducibility of the catalysts was studied by temperature-programmed reduction (TPR). 

Similar patterns were found for all supported cobalt catalysts on untreated and oxidized 

CNT. (See Supporting Information, Figure S4) The patterns showed hydrogen uptake at ~ 

473 K, indicating the presence of residual cobalt nitrate, and two broad peaks at ~ 573 K 
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and 673 K, resembling the typical two-step reduction pattern, that is of Co3O4 to CoO 

followed by reduction of CoO to metallic cobalt.[9] It can be seen that all reduction peaks 

in the sample supported on oxidized CNT had shifted to higher temperatures, indicating a 

reduction of cobalt oxide impaired by the presence of the functional groups, that has been 

reported before.[40,54] A quantification of the TPR data to determine the degree of 

reduction was difficult, since the hydrogen uptake from the reduction of cobalt oxide is 

likely to overlap with hydrogen consumption from gasification of the support.  

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and in-situ characterization 

The results from catalytic testing at industrially relevant conditions revealed significant 

differences for the performance of the catalysts. All catalysts supported on untreated CNT 

showed distinctly higher CTY than their counterparts supported on gas phase oxidized or 

liquid phase oxidized CNT (Figure 6). For both series of cobalt catalysts supported on 

untreated and on gas phase oxidized CNT, the materials impregnated with aqueous 

solutions showed the lowest activity, while higher activities were found for the systems 

impregnated with solutions of cobalt nitrate in alcohols. In the case of catalysts supported 

on oxidized CNT, the catalysts impregnated with ethanol and 1-propanol displayed the 

same activity, whereas for catalysts on untreated CNT, the systems impregnated with 

ethanol showed superior activity. Regarding the selectivity to higher hydrocarbons, 

significantly higher C5+ selectivities were found for the catalysts on untreated CNT (88-

91%) than for the catalysts on gas phase oxidized CNT (82-86%) and for the catalysts on 

liquid phase oxidized CNT (68%), although it should be mentioned that the CO conversions 

for the catalysts on untreated CNT were higher than for the ones supported on gas phase 

oxidized CNT and liquid phase oxidized CNT. (Table 4) A possible explanation is that for the 

untreated Co/CNT catalyst, the α-olefins primary products adsorb on the hydrophobic CNT 

surface thereby invoking re-adsorption on cobalt favoring additional chain growth. This re-

adsorption step can be hampered by the presence of polar functional groups. For the 

surface-oxidized Co/CNT-GPO catalysts the support surface is expected to have a stronger 

interaction with polar molecules such as water. If water is preferably adsorbed on the 

surface, α-olefin re-adsorption can be inhibited leading to a reduced C5+-selectivity. [55] 

Similar effects have also been discussed for Co/Al2O3 catalysts with different alumina 

phases where the C5+-selectivity was found to be lower for catalysts supported on alumina 

phases with higher Lewis acidities.[56,57] We note that except for Co/CNT-LPO and 
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Co/CNT-H2O, the measured C5+-selectivities were found to correlate with CO conversion. 

(See appendix, Figure S6) However, the measured differences in C5+-selectivities related to 

the differences in CO conversion (∆SC5+/∆XCO~0.4) are distinctly higher than was has been 

reported elsewhere in the literature (e.g ∆SC5+/∆XCO~0.1 for Co/Al2O3[58]). 

Table 4: Selectivity data for Co/CNT catalysts studied, 20 bar, 493 K, H2/CO 2.0, GHSV 

~2000 h-1, 60 h on stream. a Data for Co/CNT-LPO-EtOH after 50 h on stream. 

Catalyst XCO / % SC1 / wt.-% SC2-C4 /wt.-% SC5+ / wt.-% 

Co/CNT 

-H2O 
29 4 5 91 

Co/CNT 

-EtOH 
42 5 5 90 

Co/CNT 

-PrOH 
37 6 6 88 

Co/CNT-GPO 

-H2O 
16 11 7 82 

Co/CNT-GPO 

-EtOH 
21 11 7 82 

Co/CNT-GPO-

PrOH 
20 10 7 83 

Co/CNT-LPO-

EtOHa 
18 19 12 69 
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Figure 6: Cobalt-time-yields (CTY) for CNT-supported cobalt catalysts, Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis at 20 bar, 493 K, H2/CO 2.0 v/v, GHSV ~ 2000 h-1. 

In order to understand the reasons for the different activities and selectivities, the Co 

particle sizes before and after the catalytic experiments were determined by TEM. The 

results (Table 5) showed that the extent of average particle growth correlated with the 

degree of nanoparticle clustering found for the fresh catalysts (Figure 5). While initially the 

cobalt particle sizes in the catalysts were found to be very similar for all systems studied, 

the clustering in catalysts prepared by impregnations with aqueous solutions led to more 

severe particle growth and loss of metallic surface area during reduction and Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis, explaining the superior activity of catalysts prepared with impregnation 

using organic solvents.  

The turnover frequencies (TOF-final) based on the FT activity after 60 hours (Figure 7) and 

the cobalt particle sizes of the used catalysts for the catalysts supported on untreated CNT 

were significantly higher than the TOF-final found for the catalysts supported on gas phase 

oxidized CNT. The same trend is observed for the initial turnover frequencies based on the 
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particle sizes of the fresh catalysts. This indicates that the activity differences cannot be 

exclusively explained with differences of the active metal surface area. The fact that the 

activity for Co/CNT-PrOH was lower than that of Co/CNT-EtOH is rationalized by the fact 

that the average particle size of the material impregnated with 1-propanol was lower than 

the critical particle size of ~ 6 nm, below which the turnover frequency in FT decreases 

sharply.[17] This also holds for samples prepared on oxidized CNT using 1-propanol as a 

solvent. Also, all fresh catalysts feature cobalt particle sizes below 6 nm and show lower 

initial turnover frequency values, underlining the importance of particle size effects. (Table 

5, Figure 7). 

Table 5: Equivalent cobalt particle sizes (calculated from average TEM Co3O4 particle sizes 

using the relation dCo = dCo3O4 * 0.75) of fresh and spent Co/CNT catalysts and cobalt time 

yields at 60 hours on stream. Initial TOF values are based on the equivalent cobalt particle 

sizes of the fresh catalysts and the initial data points in the catalytic testing. CTY and TOF 

final are based on the catalytic performance after ~60 hours and based on the cobalt 

particle sizes of the spent catalysts.  

Catalyst dCo 

fresh 

/ nm 

dCo 

spent 

/ nm 

CTY  

/ 10-5 

molCO/(gCo*s) 

TOF initial  

/ 10-3 s-1 

TOF final  

/ 10-3 s-1 

Co/CNT 

-H2O 
4.8 10.1 13 45 70 

Co/CNT 

-EtOH 
3.8 7.0 16 46 73 

Co/CNT 

-PrOH 
4.0 5.5 18 38 45 

Co/CNT-GPO 

-H2O 
4.3 7.7 7.8 22 26 

Co/CNT-GPO 

-EtOH 
3.9 7.3 8.9 25 31 

Co/CNT-GPO 

-PrOH 
4.2 5.0 8.9 23 23 

Co/CNT-LPO 

-EtOH 
3.6 n/a 5.0 n/a n/a 
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Figure 7: Initial and final TOF as a function of equivalent cobalt particle sizes. The lines are 

drawn as a guide to the eye.  

Considering the results of the TEM particle size analysis and the turnover frequency 

calculations, the performance differences between the catalysts supported on untreated 

CNT and their counterparts supported on oxidized CNT is unlikely to arise from differences 

in dispersion of cobalt. Since the extent of reduction could not be determined from the 

TPR experiments, in-situ-XANES and XRD were used to probe the chemical nature of cobalt 

during process conditions. The results showed different reduction rates (Figure 8) for a 

catalyst on untreated CNT compared to a catalyst on oxidized CNT. While for the catalyst 

supported on untreated CNT, the reduction of Co3O4 to CoO came to completion after 40 

min, there was still Co3O4 present for the catalyst supported on oxidized CNT after 80 min. 

This is in line with the TPR results indicating a hampered reduction for the catalysts 

supported on oxidized CNT, however, after two hours Co3O4 was fully reduced and the 

amounts of CoO and Co formed were very similar.  
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Figure 8: Phase composition of Co/CNT-PrOH (left) and Co/CNT-ox-PrOH (right) during 

reduction in a flow of He/H2 (3.0 v/v) at 623 K (5 K/min), 1 bar, Co3O4 (blue), CoO (red), Co 

(green). 

The extent of reduction was further determined during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 

conditions similar to the catalytic results reported above (Figure 9). After about 8 hours a 

steady state was reached and the degree of reduction was found to be 73% for the 

material on untreated CNT and 81% for the catalysts supported on oxidized CNT.  
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Figure 9: Phase composition of Co/CNT-PrOH (left) and Co/CNT-ox-PrOH (right) during 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 15 bar, H2/CO 2.1 v/v, CoO (red), Co (green). 

A second reduction at a higher temperature (673 K) and pressure (5 bar) was carried out, 

which led to a higher extent of reduction for both catalysts. Under these conditions the 

degree of reduction was found to be 84% for the catalyst on untreated CNT and 86% for 

the system on oxidized CNT. In the second Fischer-Tropsch synthesis cycle (see appendix, 

figure S5) the degree of reduction was found to be very similar for the two catalysts 

studied, 89% metallic Co was found for Co/CNT-PrOH, while 87% metallic Co was found for 

Co/CNT-ox-PrOH. (see appendix, figure S5 and S6) 

The in-situ XRD-studies (Figure 10) performed during the first reduction step showed the 

disappearance of the Co3O4 peaks at 39, 67 and 74 ° 2θ in the course of time and the 

arising of CoO peak at 70° 2θ. For the catalyst supported on untreated CNT the 

appearance of a peak at 55° 2θ was observed, indicating the formation of hcp Co, while 
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this peak was not found for the catalyst on oxidized CNT. Since hcp Co is known to be 

more active in FTS than fcc Co,[59,60] these findings might (partly) explain the differences 

observed for the activities of the catalysts studied in this work.  

 

Figure 10: Diffractograms obtained from in-situ XRD studies during the first reduction step 

of a Co/CNT-PrOH (left) and Co/CNT-GPO-PrOH (right) catalyst. Note the disappearance of 

Co3O4 (*) and the appearance of CoO (o) for both catalysts, while a small peak for hcp Co 

(∆) at 54° 2Θ is only observed for Co/CNT-PrOH. Conditions 1 bar, 623 K, H2/He 1:3 v/v, 

diffractograms were recorded every hour during the reduction.  

In order to compare the thermal stability between the catalysts supported on untreated 

and oxidized CNT, some catalysts were exposed to higher temperatures in several steps, 

before returning to the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis temperature of 493 K, where the 

catalyst performance was compared to that of the catalysts that had not been exposed to 

temperatures higher than 493 K. (Figure 11) The results showed that the activity increased 

stepwise with increasing the temperature as expected. Upon returning to the original 

synthesis temperature, however, only the catalyst supported on oxidized CNT returned to 

its original activity, while the catalyst supported on untreated CNT fell short. After the 

exposure to higher temperatures the catalyst on untreated CNT only showed a slightly 

higher activity than its counterpart on oxidized CNT.  
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Figure 11: Cobalt-time-yields (CTY) for CNT-supported cobalt catalysts, Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis carried out at 20 bar, 493/503/513/523/493 K, H2/CO 2.0 v/v, GHSV ~ 2000 h-1. 

The grey curves refer to the catalysts that have been exposed to 493 K for the whole 

duration of the experiment. 

TEM studies of the spent catalysts showed similar particle size distributions for the 

catalysts on untreated and oxidized CNT that were used for FTS at 493 K only. For the 

catalysts exposed to higher temperatures, distinctly more particles greater than 10 nm 

were found for the catalysts on untreated CNT, while the histogram for the catalyst on 

oxidized CNT was similar to the one found for exposition to lower temperatures only. 

(Figure 12) 
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Figure 12: TEM Particle size distributions for catalysts exposed to 523 K (top) and 

493 K (bottom). 
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Conclusions 

Gas phase oxidation using nitric acid vapors was used as a versatile route to introduce 

functional groups on carbon nanotubes (CNT) surfaces without severely damaging the 

overall porous and crystalline structure of the material. The oxidized CNT materials exhibit 

improved wetting properties towards water, although proper wetting of the untreated 

CNT was also achieved using alternative solvents for impregnation, such as ethanol or 1-

propanol. Both for unfunctionalized and oxidized CNT and for all solvents considered in 

this study, drying of the impregnated material under a flow of nitrogen about 20 K below 

the boiling point of the solvent led to similarly sized supported Co3O4 nanoparticles of 3-6 

nm. Using TEM, it was shown that clustering of Co3O4 nanoparticles was reduced using 

ethanol as a solvent for impregnation and even further using 1-propanol for the 

impregnation. These findings indicate that the nature of the solvent (a.o. surface tension) 

and drying conditions are more important for the preparation of well-dispersed and well-

distributed supported cobalt oxide nanoparticles than the surface functionalization on its 

own.  

The catalytic experiments at 20 bar showed that both for the systems on untreated and on 

oxidized CNT, the catalysts prepared by impregnation with solutions of cobalt nitrate in 

alcohols showed a superior cobalt-weight based activity over those prepared from an 

aqueous solution, because the cobalt particles had grown less during reduction and 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, leading to higher specific metal surface areas. These results 

emphasize the importance of avoiding clustering of supported nanoparticles by choosing 

an appropriate solvent and drying procedure. The distinctly higher surface-specific activity 

(TOF) for the catalysts supported on untreated CNT (TOF = 0.07 s-1 for Co particles larger 

than 6 nm))  compared to functionalized CNT (TOF = 0.03 s-1 for particles larger than 6 

nm)) could not be explained by differences in cobalt dispersion or the degree of reduction. 

Although TPR suggests a retarded reduction of cobalt oxides to cobalt for the catalysts on 

oxidized CNT and despite the different reduction kinetics observed by XANES, the extent 

of reduction under steady state Fischer-Tropsch synthesis in all cases was very similar and 

very high and neither explains the differences in activity nor in selectivity. However, in-situ 

XRD studies indicated that hcp Co was present for the catalysts on untreated CNT, while 

this was not the case for the catalysts on oxidized CNT, which rationalizes the superior 

activity of the catalysts on unmodified support materials.  
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While in terms of initial activity and selectivity of the catalysts, surface functionalization 

did not have a positive effect, gas phase oxidation brought about a higher stability of the 

materials. While catalysts supported on untreated CNT displayed a substantial loss of 

activity that could be attributed to average cobalt particle growth. The catalysts supported 

on oxidized CNT maintained their catalytic activity, presumably due to a stronger 

anchoring of the cobalt nanoparticles to the support surface. These observations showed 

that the design of ideal Fischer-Tropsch catalysts remains a challenging tasks and that 

trade-offs have to be made in order to balance initial catalytic performance and long term 

stability.  
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Appendix 

Raman spectral deconvolution 

The spectra were deconvoluted based on four Gaussian functions at ~1340 cm-1, ~1480 

cm-1, ~1580 cm-1 and ~1620 cm-1. The fittings of the individual peak curves and the 

cumulative fit are shown in figure S1. 

 

Figure S1: Fitted curves for the Raman spectra of untreated CNT (left), gas phase oxidized 

CNT (center) and liquid phase oxidized CNT (right). 
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Experimental setup for gas phase oxidation of CNT 

Figure S2 shows a sketch and a photo of the actual setup used for the functionalization of 

the support material using gas phase oxidation. As the heating mantle was raised in 

temperature above the boiling point of nitric acid, the contact with liquid condensate was 

avoided. Also, the geometry of the setup diverted refluxing acid to bypass the sample. 

 

Figure S2: Sketch and photo of the GPO setup used in this work. 
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Nitrogen physisorption curves  

Figure S3 shows the nitrogen physisorption curves for the support materials studied in this 

work.  

 

Figure S3: Nitrogen physisorption curves of the support materials used in this work. 
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Temperature programmed reduction  

Figure S4 shows representative TPR patterns for the catalysts studied in this work. 

 

Figure S4: Representative TPR profiles for supported cobalt catalysts on untreated CNT 

(blue) and on oxidized CNT (red). 
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In-situ XANES 

The figures S5 and S6 show the phase composition of the samples during the second 

reduction and the second FTS phase as discussed in the manuscript.  

 

 

Figure S5: Phase composition of Co/CNT-PrOH (left) and Co/CNT-ox-PrOH (right) during 

reduction in a flow of He/H2 (3.0 v/v) at 673 K (5 K/min), 5 bar, Co3O4 (blue), CoO (red), Co 

(green). 
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Figure S6: Phase composition of Co/CNT-PrOH (left) and Co/CNT-ox-PrOH (right) during 

the second Fischer-Tropsch synthesis cycle at 493 K, 15 bar, H2/CO 2.1 v/v, Co3O4 (blue), 

CoO (red), Co (green). 
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Correlation of selectivity and CO conversion 

Figure S7 shows that the observed C5+-selectivities correlate well with the CO conversion 

for most catalysts studied.  

 

Figure S7: C5+-selectivities plotted against the corresponding CO conversion. The line is a 

guide to the eye. 20 bar, 493 K, GHSV ~ 2000 h-1, H2/CO 2.0 v/v. 
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Summary and concluding remarks 
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The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) involves the heterogeneously catalyzed conversion of 

synthesis gas into water and hydrocarbons and offers a promising route for the synthesis 

of ultraclean fuels, chemicals and lubricants. The synthesis gas can be generated from 

different feedstocks, such as coal (CTL), biomass (BTL) or natural gas (GTL), with the latter 

being the economically most interesting option. Therefore the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 

might decrease dependencies on crude oil while allowing the indirect liquefaction of 

resources that are projected to be available longer than crude oil. The properties of the 

catalysts applied for the conversion of synthesis gas are crucial for the performance of XTL 

plants, demanding high activities, high selectivities to heavy hydrocarbons and high 

stabilities under process conditions. Titania-supported cobalt catalysts have previously 

been identified to be particularly well-suited catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis in the 

GTL process, especially because of their high hydrothermal stability and their high 

selectivity to heavy hydrocarbons. It is the goal of this research to provide new insights on 

how the preparation procedure affects the structural and catalytic properties of Co/TiO2 

catalysts during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis under industrial conditions.  

In chapter 2, Co/TiO2 catalysts (4-24 wt.-%) were prepared by conventional incipient 

wetness impregnation (IWI) with subsequent drying and compared with catalysts 

prepared by deposition precipitation starting from high (DPA) and low (DPU) pH. While 

average cobalt oxide particles (8 - 15 nm, XRD) were similar for catalysts with the same 

metal loadings, catalysts prepared by IWI showed the presence of agglomerated cobalt 

oxide particles. The supported cobalt particles were homogeneously distributed over the 

support surface for catalysts prepared by DPA, while the preparation of Co/TiO2 catalysts 

by DPU led to the formation of very small (2-4 nm) supported cobalt oxide particles beside 

the formation of very large unsupported (200 nm) particles. This effect can be rationalized 

with the more extensive electrostatic interaction between the cobalt cations when 

starting at high pH compared to the method starting at low pH. Catalytic tests at 493 K 

and 20 bar showed that activities were found to increase in the order DPU < IWI < DPA 

over the whole cobalt metal loading range studied. The superior activity of DPA catalysts 

over IWI catalysts with comparable initial cobalt oxide dispersion is explained by their 

stability against average particle growth during reduction, which is supported by 

observations from hydrogen chemisorption and turnover frequency calculations. The low 

activity of catalysts prepared by DPU can be rationalized by the low specific cobalt surface 

area of the very large unsupported particles and the hampered reducibility of the very 
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small supported particles, which is apparent from TPR experiments. While C5+ selectivities 

were found to be comparable for IWI (79 %) and DPU (81 %) catalysts, significantly higher 

selectivities were found for catalysts prepared by DPA (86 %) for all metal loadings, an 

observation that cannot be explained by effects of available metal surface area. We 

suggest that partial dissolution of the support material during deposition precipitation at 

high pH leads to a TiO2 decoration of the cobalt particles when the dissolved material is 

again precipitated. Such a decoration could lead to cobalt particles featuring relatively 

strong CO adsorption compared to impregnated catalysts. Techniques suitable for the 

detection of adsorbed species (CO-DRIFTS and SSITKA) can be used to gain further insights 

on the origin of the increased C5+ selectivities in the future.   

In chapter 3, Co/TiO2 catalysts (8 and 16 wt.-% Co) are discussed that were prepared by 

deposition precipitation using ammonia evaporation (DPA) and incipient wetness 

impregnation with subsequent static drying (IWI-S) and fluidized bed drying (IWI-F). While 

the presence of clustered particles for IWI-S and the homogeneous distribution of DPA 

catalysts has been discussed before, the IWI-F method leads to cobalt distributions more 

uniform than for IWI-S catalysts but not as uniform as for DPA catalysts. During Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis at 493 K and 20 bar, the initial activities of the catalysts at 35 % CO 

conversion were found to increase with the homogeneity of the cobalt distribution. In 

order to study how the distribution of the active metal over the support surface influences 

catalyst stability, prolonged catalytic testing experiments (200 h) were carried out. 

Regardless the distribution of the active metal over the support, all catalysts were found 

to lose about 20 % of their initial activity over 200 h, which correlates well with the 

average particle growth during the experiment, as was demonstrated by TEM studies of 

the fresh and spent catalysts. Deactivation constants determined on the base of second 

order deactivation kinetics were found to be very similar for all catalysts studies and in the 

same order of magnitude as for Co/SiO2 catalysts studied previously. In contrast to 

Co/SiO2 Fischer-Tropsch catalysts and CuZn/SiO2 catalysts for methanol synthesis, a more 

uniform distribution of the active metal over the titania support surface was not found to 

have a measurable positive effect on catalyst stability. For catalysts tested at higher CO 

conversions, higher activity losses and more severe particle growth was observed. From 

turnover frequency calculations based on TEM particle sizes, it can be concluded that 

average particle growth is the main factor in catalyst deactivation observed over the 

investigated time period, although no information was obtained on the degree of 
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reduction or surface rearrangements during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. In the future, 

synchroton-based operando x-ray spectroscopy (XANES) and advanced microscopy 

techniques such as environmental TEM and/or STXM may address whether these factors 

also play a role during the experimental timespans.  

While the first chapters of this thesis are dedicated to unpromoted catalysts, chapter 4 

addresses the effect of noble metal promotion on structural and catalytic properties of 

Co/TiO2 catalysts in order to study how the promoters affect the intrinsic activities when 

using a reducible oxide support material. Catalysts with different amounts of noble metals 

(Ag, Pt, Ru, Re) were prepared by co-impregnation, leading to systems with similar initial 

cobalt oxide dispersions according to TEM and XRD. TPR showed that the addition of 

noble metal promoters shifts the cobalt reduction peaks to lower temperatures in the 

order Re < Ag < Ru < Pt and to an increasing extent with higher promoter loadings. Studies 

using in-situ XRD indicated that the reduction of Ag-promoted catalysts leads to the 

formation of hcp cobalt, which has previously been reported to lead to higher activities 

and C5+ selectivities.  For Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K, 20 bar and 30 % XCO, the use 

of all promoters led to increased cobalt time yields (10-12 10-5 molCO/gCo/s for AgCo/TiO2, 

10-17 10-5 molCO/gCo/s for PtCo/TiO2, 7-15 10-5 molCO/gCo/s for RuCo/TiO2 and 19 to 22 10-5 

molCO/gCo/s for ReCo/TiO2 compared to 6 10-5 molCO/gCo/s for Co/TiO2), which indicated 

higher turnover frequencies for all systems studied. The highest increases in turnover 

frequencies were found for high Re loadings and medium Ru and Pt loadings. For 

ReCo/TiO2 distinctly higher dispersions (d(Co) ~ 4 nm) were found in the spent catalysts, 

while the cobalt particle sizes remained unaffected by the addition of Ag, Ru or Pt (d(Co) 8 

– 15 nm).  Interestingly, no sharp decrease in the turnover frequencies is observed for the 

ReCo/TiO2 catalysts, unlike in previous studies on particle size effects on carbon, silica and 

alumina supports. Compared with the unpromoted catalyst (85 %), the C5+ selectivity of Ag 

and Re promoted catalysts was significantly increased for all promoter loadings. For 

RuCo/TiO2 catalysts, the C5+ selectivity was found to increase with higher promoter 

loadings. Pt-promoted catalysts, on the other hand, showed reduced C5+ selectivity, 

presumably due to the methanation activity of Pt. While the results suggest that the 

intrinsic activities of cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts supported on reducible titania 

support can be increased by noble metal promotion, it should be noted that no 

information could be obtained on the degree of cobalt reduction during Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis. Also, the location of the promoters could not be clearly determined by 
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conventional electron microscopy. These issues can be addressed by synchrotron based x-

ray spectroscopy (XANES and EXAFS) and/or element specific microscopy techniques 

(STEM-EELS and STXM) in the future.  

In all previous chapters, the titania support material is kept constant in the preparation 

studies. In chapter 5, we report on the impact of surface functionalization on the 

structural and catalytic properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) supported cobalt catalysts. 

Commercially available CNT (Baytubes 150 HP) consist of graphene sheets rolled up in a 

Russian doll fashion and are functionalized by liquid- (LPO) and gas-phase oxidation (GPO). 

Both surface treatment protocols led to similar numbers of acid groups and did not 

significantly affect the nitrogen physisorption properties of the support material, but the 

surface appeared to be roughened for CNT functionalized by GPO, while the graphitic 

structure was found to be severely distorted for CNT functionalized by LPO. Incipient 

wetness impregnation of the functionalized and unfunctionalized support materials was 

carried out with solutions of cobalt nitrate in water, ethanol and 1-propanol, yielding 

supported cobalt oxide particles of 4-5 nm. The distribution of cobalt was found to 

become more uniform in the order H2O < EtOH < 1-PrOH. The activity of the catalysts 

during Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K and 20 bar correlated with the homogeneity of 

cobalt distribution, which can be explained by supported particles with a more 

homogeneous distribution having a lower tendency for particle growth during reduction. 

Supported cobalt catalysts on unfunctionalized CNT showed distinctly higher activities (13 

– 17 10-5 molCO/gCo/s) than their counterparts on functionalized CNT (5 – 9 10-5 

molCO/gCo/s). C5+ selectivities of catalysts on untreated CNT (88 – 91 %) were also found to 

be higher than in the case of functionalized materials (69 % for LPO and 82-83 % for GPO), 

which could not be exclusively explained by differences in CO conversion. While it is often 

assumed that the presence of acid groups hampers the reduction to metallic cobalt, using 

in-situ XANES we could demonstrate that the degree of reduction after reaching steady 

state did not significantly differ for catalysts supported on functionalized and untreated 

CNT. In-situ XRD studies indicated the formation of hcp cobalt for catalysts supported on 

unfunctionalized catalysts exclusively, possibly explaining the higher observed activities 

and C5+ selectivities for these catalysts. Alternatively, the higher selectivities can be 

explained by the unfunctionalized support surface favoring re-adsorption of α-olefins 

inducing further chain growth, while this pathway will be less favoured for functionalized 

supports due to the presence of functional groups. Supported cobalt catalysts 
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impregnated with solutions of 1-PrOH on functionalized and unfunctionalized CNT were 

used in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at 493 K for 180 h, while the same catalysts were 

exposed to Fischer-Tropsch synthesis at higher temperatures (503 – 523 K). It was found 

that after returning to 493 K, the catalyst on untreated CNT showed decreased activities, 

while the activity of the catalyst on functionalized CNT remained unaffected. The higher 

stability of the catalyst on functionalized CNT against average particle growth at elevated 

temperature can be rationalized by oxygen containing support sites acting as anchoring 

points and thus inhibiting the mobility of cobalt nanoparticles over the support surface.  
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De Fischer-Tropsch synthese (FTS) is de heterogeen gekatalyseerde omzetting van 

synthesegas tot koolwaterstoffen (en water) en biedt een veelbelovend alternatief voor 

de synthese van zeer schone transportbrandstoffen, chemicaliën en smeermiddelen. Het 

synthesegas kan gegenereerd worden uit verschillende grondstoffen, zoals steenkool 

(CTL), biomassa (BTL) of aardgas (GTL), met het laatstgenoemde als economisch meest 

interessante optie. Daarom zou de Fischer-Tropsch synthese de afhankelijkheid van 

aardolie kunnen verminderen, omdat het de mogelijkheid biedt om vloeibare 

transportbrandstoffen te maken uit bronnen die vermoedelijk langer beschikbaar zijn dan 

aardolie. De eigenschappen van de katalysatoren voor de omzetting van synthesegas zijn 

cruciaal voor de economie van de XTL fabrieken, want er is een hoge activiteit, hoge 

selectiviteit naar zware koolwaterstoffen en hoge stabiliteit onder procescondities nodig. 

Titania-gedragen kobalt katalysatoren zijn eerder geïdentificeerd als erg geschikte 

katalysatoren voor de Fischer-Tropsch synthese, vooral vanwege hun hoge hydrothermale 

stabiliteit en hun hoge selectiviteit tot zware koolwaterstoffen. Het doel van dit onderzoek 

is om nieuwe inzichten te krijgen hoe de bereidingsmethode de structurele en katalytische 

eigenschappen onder industriële condities van Co/TiO2 katalysatoren in de Fischer-

Tropsch synthese beïnvloed.   

In hoofdstuk 2 werden Co/TiO2 katalysatoren (4-24 gew.-%), bereid door droge 

impregnatie (IWI) met een daaropvolgende statische droogstap, vergeleken met 

katalysatoren bereid door depositie precipitatie van hoge (DPA) en lage (DPU) pH. Terwijl 

de gemiddelde kobaltoxide deeltjesgroottes ongeveer even groot waren (8-15 nm volgens 

röntgendiffractie) voor katalysatoren met dezelfde metaal belading, werden er 

geclusterde kobaltoxide deeltjes voor de IWI katalysatoren gevonden. De gedragen 

kobaltoxidedeeltjes waren homogeen over het oppervlak van de drager verdeeld voor de 

DPA katalysatoren, terwijl de bereiding van Co/TiO2 katalysatoren door de DPU methode 

leidt tot de vorming van heel kleine (2-4 nm) gedragen kobaltoxidedeeltjes en grote (200 

nm) deeltjes los van de drager. Dit effect kan verklaard worden door de relatief sterkere 

electrostatische interactie tussen de kobalt-kationen en het oppervlak van de drager bij 

een hoge pH. Katalytische tests bij 493 K en 20 bar toonden dat de activiteit toenam in de 

orde DPU < IWI < DPA voor alle metaalbeladingen. De hogere activiteit van de DPA 

katalysatoren vergeleken met de IWI katalysatoren bij vergelijkbare kobaltoxide 

dispersies, kan verklaard worden door hun hogere stabiliteit tegen deeltjes groei tijdens 

de reductie, wat overeenkomt met waterstof chemisorptie experimenten en 

berekeningen voor de omzettingsfrequenties (TOF). De lage activiteit van de DPU-
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katalysatoren kan aan de hand van TPR-experimenten beredeneerd worden, vanwege het 

lage specifieke oppervlak van de grote kobaltoxide deeltjes en een moeilijke 

reduceerbaarheid van de kleine gedragen deeltjes. Terwijl de selectiviteiten van de IWI (79 

%) en DPU (81 %) katalysatoren vergelijkbaar waren, werden er significant hogere 

selectiviteiten gevonden voor de katalysatoren bereid door de DPA methode (86 %) voor 

alle metaal beladingen, een effect dat niet door de oppervlakte van het metaal verklaard 

kan worden. Wij stellen voor dat bij depositie precipitatie bij een hoge pH, een kleine deel 

van de drager opgelost wordt en vervolgens afgezet wordt op de kobaltdeeltjes  als het 

materiaal weer neerslaat. Een dergelijke decoratie zou tot kobaltdeeltjes kunnen leiden, 

waarbij CO sterker gebonden kan worden dan in IWI-katalysatoren. Technieken voor de 

detectie van geadsorbeerde species kunnen in de toekomst gebruikt worden om de 

verhoogde selectiviteiten van deze katalysatoren beter te begrijpen. 

In hoofdstuk 3 worden  Co/TiO2 katalysatoren (8 en 16 gew.-%) besproken, die door 

middel van depositie precipitatie bij hoge pH (DPA) en droge impregnatie met een 

daaropvolgende statische droogstap (IWI-S) of een droogstap in een wervelbed (IWI-F) zijn 

gemaakt. Terwijl de aanwezigheid van geclusterde deeltjes voor IWI-S en de homogene 

verdeling voor DPA katalysatoren al besproken is, werden er voor de IWI-F katalysatoren 

homogenere verdelingen gevonden vergeleken met IWI-S, maar niet zo homogeen als 

voor DPA. Tijdens Fischer-Tropsch synthese bij 493 K en 20 bar werden hogere activiteiten 

voor katalysatoren met een homogenere verdeling van kobalt gevonden. Om de invloed 

van de verdeling van kobalt op de stabiliteit van de katalysatoren te kunnen bestuderen, 

werden er langere katalytische tests (200 uur) uitgevoerd. Ongeacht de verdeling van het 

kobalt over de drager, verloren alle katalysatoren ongeveer 20 % van hun initiële activiteit, 

wat goede overeenkomt met de deeltjesgroei tijdens het experiment, zoals werd 

geobserveerd met een electronenmicroscopische studie van de gebruikte katalysatoren. 

De deactiveringsconstanten, berekend op basis van tweede-orde kinetiek, waren 

vergelijkbaar voor alle katalysatoren en zaten in dezelfde orde van grootte als de Co/SiO2 

katalysatoren die eerder bestudeerd waren. In tegenstelling tot wat het geval is voor 

Co/SiO2 Fischer-Tropsch katalysatoren en CuZn/SiO2 katalysatoren voor de synthese van 

methanol, was er dus geen positief effect van een meer homogene metaalverdeling over 

de drager op de stabiliteit tijdens katalyse. Voor de katalysatoren die bij hogere CO-

conversie zijn getest, werd een hoger activiteitsverlies en meer deeltjesgroei 

waargenomen. Van de omzettingsfrequenties en de TEM studies kunnen wij concluderen 

dat deeltjesgroei de belangrijkste factor in de deactivering over de bestudeerde tijdschaal 
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is, ondanks dat we niets over de reductiegraad of een herschikking van de kobalt 

oppervlakte kunnen zeggen. In de toekomst zouden er operando röntgenspectroscopie 

(XANES) en geavanceerde microscopietechnieken (TEM en/of STXM) gebruikt kunnen 

worden om te studeren of deze factoren ook een rol in de deactivering van de 

katalysatoren spelen. 

Terwijl niet gepromoteerde katalysatoren werden besproken in de eerste hoofdstukken, 

rapporteren we in hoofdstuk 4 de effecten van edelmetaal-promotoren op de structurele 

en katalytische eigenschappen van Co/TiO2 katalysatoren, om te kijken of de promotoren 

de intrinsieke activiteit verhogen, wanneer er een reduceerbaar oxide als drager wordt 

gebruikt. Katalysatoren met verschillende hoeveelheiden edelmetaal (Ag, Pt, Ru, Re) 

werden bereid door middel van co-impregnatie, waardoor de initiële dispersie van 

kobaltoxide vergelijkbaar was volgens TEM en röntgendiffractie. TPR experimenten 

toonden dat edelmetalen de temperatuur voor de reductie van kobaltoxide verlaagden, in 

de volgorde Re < Ag < Ru < Pt,  een effect dat sterker werd naar mate de belading van de 

promotor hoger werd. In-situ röntgendiffractie toonde aan dat de reductie van Ag-

gepromoteerde katalysatoren tot de vorming van hcp kobalt leidt, waarvan bekend is dat 

de TOF hoger is dan voor fcc kobalt. Tijdens Fischer-Tropsch synthese bij 493 K en 20 bar 

vertoonden alle katalysatoren verhoogde activiteiten (10-12 10-5 molCO/gCo/s voor 

AgCo/TiO2, 10-17 10-5 molCO/gCo/s voor PtCo/TiO2, 7-15 10-5 molCO/gCo/s voor RuCo/TiO2 en 

19 to 22 10-5 molCO/gCo/s voor ReCo/TiO2 vergeleken met 6 10-5 molCO/gCo/s for Co/TiO2). 

De grootste verhoging van de omzettingsfrequentie werd gevonden voor hoge Re 

beladingen en lagere Ru en Pt beladingen. Voor ReCO/TiO2 katalysatoren werden hogere 

kobaltdispersies in de gebruikte katalysatoren gevonden, terwijl de dispersie van de 

katalysatoren met Ag, Pt en Re ongeveer het zelfde was als voor de niet gepromoteerde 

katalysator (8-15 nm). Vergeleken met de niet gepromoteerde katalysator werden er 

significant verhoogde C5+ selectiviteiten voor alle katalysatoren met Ag en Re gevonden. 

Verder werden voor de RuCo/TiO2 katalysatoren verhoogde selectiviteiten bij een hogere 

promotor belading gevonden, terwijl de katalysatoren met Pt een lagere selectiviteit 

toonden, waarschijnlijk vanwege de activiteit van Pt voor hydrogenolyse. Terwijl de 

resultaten suggereren dat edelmetaalpromotoren de TOF voor kobaltkatalysatoren op 

titania als reduceerbare oxide verhogen, moet er rekening gehouden worden met het feit 

dat dit onderzoek geen uitsluitsel geeft van de  invloed van de edelmetalen op de 

reductiegraad van het kobalt. Verder kon de locatie van de edelmetaalatomen niet met 

behulp van gewone electronenmicroscopie bepaald worden. Deze punten kunnen in de 
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toekomst met behulp van röntgenspectroscopie (XANES en EXAFS) en/of element 

specifieke microscopie technieken (STEM-EELS en STXM) aangepakt worden.  

Terwijl de drager in de vorige hoofdstukken overal titania was, rapporteren we in 

hoofdstuk 5 over de invloed van oppervlaktefunctionalisering op de structurele en 

katalytische eigenschappen van kobaltkatalysatoren aangebracht op koolstofnanobuizen 

(CNT). Commercieel verkrijgbare CNT (Baytubes 150 HP) bestaand uit opgerolde 

grafietlagen en werden gefunctionaliseerd door oxidatie in vloeibare fase (LPO) en in de 

gasfase (GPO). Beide methodes voor de functionalisering leiden tot een vergelijkbare 

hoeveelheid zure groepen en hebben geen grote invloed op de stikstof fysisorptie 

resultaten voor de materialen, hoewel de drager onder de electronenmicroscoop er 

verruwd uit zag voor de GPO-CNT en de gehele grafitische structuur verstoord was voor de 

LPO-CNT. Droge impregnaties werden uitgevoerd met oplossingen van kobalt nitraat in 

water, ethanol en 1-propanol, wat tot gedragen kobaltoxide deeltjes leid van 4-5 nm. De 

verdeling van de nanodeeltjes over het oppervlak van de drager werd meer uniform in de 

volgorde H2O < EtOH < 1-PrOH. De activiteit tijdens Fischer-Tropsch synthese correleerde 

met de verdeling van het kobaltoxide, waarmee beredeneerd kan worden dat homogeen 

verdeelde deeltjes minder samenklonteren tijdens de reductie en de eerste uren van de 

Fischer-Tropsch synthese. Gedragen kobalt katalysatoren op niet gefunctionaliseerde CNT 

toonden duidelijk hogere activiteiten (13 – 17 10-5 molCO/gCo/s) dan de katalysatoren op 

gefunctionaliseerde CNT (5 – 9 10-5 molCO/gCo/s). Ook de selectiviteiten voor katalysatoren 

op onbehandelde CNT (88 – 91 %) waren hoger dan voor katalysatoren op 

gefunctionaliseerde dragers  (69 % for LPO and 82-83 % for GPO), wat niet alleen door 

verschillen in de verdeling van kobalt verklaard kan worden. Terwijl vaak aangenomen 

wordt dat de aanwezigheid van zure groepen de reduceerbaarheid van kobalt verlaagd, 

konden wij met behulp van in-situ XANES demonstreren dat de reductiegraad tijdens 

Fischer-Tropsch synthese vergelijkbaar was. In-situ röntgendiffractie studies toonden de 

vorming van hcp kobalt in het geval van de katalysatoren op niet gefunctionaliseerde 

dragers aan, wat een deel van de activiteitsverhoging zou kunnen verklaren. Een andere 

mogelijkheid is dat de verhoogde selectiviteiten veroorzaakt worden door de voorkeur 

voor re-adsorptie in het geval van niet gefunctionaliseerde dragers, waardoor α-olefines 

verder kunnen groeien. Gedragen kobaltkatalysatoren op gefunctionaliseerde en op 

onbehandelde dragers werden in de Fischer-Tropsch synthese bij hogere temperaturen 

(503-523 K) getest. Nadat de temperatuur tot 493 K was verlaagd, bleek dat de activiteit 

van de katalysatoren op gefunctionaliseerde CNT hetzelfde was gebleven, terwijl de 
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katalysatoren op onbehandelde CNT duidelijk minder actief geworden waren. De 

verhoogde stabiliteit tegen deeltjesgroei van de katalysatoren op gefunctionaliseerde CNT 

kan door de aanwezigheid van zure groepen verklaard worden, die als ankers dienen en 

de mobiliteit van de nanodeeltjes verlagen.   
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